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3 .l N uevas reglas anadidas al sistema originai 

~t l) Incorporar la unificaci6n en los secuentes es necesario sobre todo debido 
a la cuantificacion [BibSì]. 

o 2) Por otro !ado, el sistema de prueba puede verse reforzado por el razo

narniento ecuacional para ayudar la decibilidad del problema. La especifi

cacion del problema conlleva tipos de datos rnas cornplejos cuyas especifica

ciones algebraica.s son conocidas. En r podemos establecer un subconjunto 

S que representan estas especificaciones. S seni un conjunto de ecuaciones 
condicionadas: 

Una ecuacion puede ser considerada como una "regla de reescritura" debido a 
la sernantica de la cuantificacion universal y del predicado de igualdad. 

Se propone razonarniento ecuacional por reescritura: 

S f= i; = sk sii t; ~R sk 

donde R es el sistema de reescritura asociado con S y ~ R es la clausura 

reflexiva-transitiva de reescritura en R. Obviarnente, deseariarnos que R fuese 
canonico; asi la decibilidad del problema estaria asegurada. 

Sea S = {C1(X) -+ t1 = s1, ... , Ck(X) -+ tk = sk} y el secuente (con su 
pro grama asociado) en una prue ba genérica: 

donde Pti i- Ps;. 

La regla propuesta: 

r,Pt; f- Ps; :: p(X) 

fl., S f- S1 = i1 1\ ... 1\ Sn = tn 

ll., S, P(sl, ... , sn) f- P(t1, ... ,in) 

Finalmente, ti ~~ R Si es posible si t oda condicion asociada a la reescritura es 

probada. Esta tarea sintetizara otros nuevos fragrnentos de programas logicos. 

.6. f- Ci(X) :: c;(X)··· 

r,Pti f- Psi :: p(X), por tanto, r,Pt; f- Pti :: p(X)<-+c;(X)A ... Ack(X)Aq\ 

Este secuente es un s-axioma, siendo rjJ el programa logico asociado a Pti. 

4 
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., 3) Las reglas asociadas en este punto son: 

3.1) Si Pal H Rali\Pl donde no ocurre que Ral-+ Pal entonces proponernos: 

r,Pl f- Rall\ Pl 

r,Pl f- Pal r,E f- Pal H Rall\ Pl 

El proceso de prueba-construccion puede continuar y el prograrna logico preserva 

una correcci6n total. 

3.2) Finalmente, si P al .,_ Rall\ P l donde no ocurre Ral-+ P al entonces se 

propone: 

r, Pl f- Rall\ P l 
r, P l f- Pul r, E f- Rall\ P l-+ P al 

Esta regla la llarnarernos regla débil porque los programas sintetizados son 

solo parcialrnente correctos [FleDev93]. Por lo tanto, su aplicacion en el razo

namiento deberia usarse como ultimo recurso y solo si la aplicacion de las 

anteriores reglas no es posible. 

& 4) La resolucion de bloqueos en situaciones cornpletas: 
Sea la siguiente situacion: r f- P s 
donde estamos en situacion de bloqueo, es decir, no es posible probar Ps pero 
si es posible pro bar r f- -,p s entonces dicha situacion se supera generando el 

programa logico: 

r f- Ps .. P(S) ... falso 

Induccion~ Recursi6n 

Es rnuy importante usar este concepto matematico para pro bar propieda.des de los 

TAD's mediante teoremas inductivos. Un nuevo problema es rnodelar esta formula 

logica de segundo orden corno "esquema de axioma" para incorporarlo en nuestr'o 

sistema deductivo debido a que éste solo trabaja con forrnulas logicas de prirner 

orden. Sean las siguientes signaturas: 
P una propiedad, e caso base y u el sucesor en el preorden establecido. 

Principio de Inducci6n: 

VP((P8 1\ Vx(Px-+ Fax)) -H Vx(Px)) 

Est a formula es para toda propiedad P. P representa un predicado. ~Corno pode

mos introducir este esquema en nuestro sistema de prueba? Si queremos tener la 

capacidad de sintetizar programas recursivos es necesario extender nuestro sistema 
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con. ~eglas de este tipo. Otro problema es cUéindo aplicar esta regla. Mientras la apli
cacwn de las reglas anteriores parece clara (razones sintacticas) se aplican cuando 
aparecen las conectivas logicas; esta otra es mas semantica (no depende de las conec
tivas ). Podemos concluir que su utilizacion se reserva en especificaciones inductivas 
( recursi vas). 

Esquema de reglas inicialmente propuesto: 
l) 

r 1- PG 1\ Yx(Px -t Pi7x) 
r 1- Yx(Px) 

El uso de esta regla nos lleva a tener que probar: 

a) r 1- PG y b) r 1- Yx(Px -t Pl7x ). De b) y eliminando cuantificadores y conectivas 
logica se obtiene r, PII- Pi7l. 

Este ultimo secuente nos lleva a una situacion de bloqueo en la prueba. 
Por otra parte, existen otros problemas asociados al esquema de programa 

generado con dicha regla. Por ejemplo, supongamos que deseamos sintetizar un 
p.rograma recursi:'o, para ello sera necesario establecer el (los) parametro( s) recur
Sivo( s) en el pred1cado especificado y adoptar un preorden bien fundado asociado al 
tipo de dato en la especificacion. Ejemplo: listas (preorden: longitud) 

[)-<[x)-< [a,y]-< [n,w,d)-< ... 

Para una propiedad concreta P debemos probar: 

P8 1\ Yx(Px-+ Pi7x) 

siendo Pi7x +-+ Ri7x 1\ Px (para superar el bloqueo en la prueba). Con esta formula 
se obtiene el siguiente esquema de programa recursivo: 

P(O".T, ... ) +--+ P(G, ... ) 1\ (R(i7x, ... ) 1\ P( x, ... )) 

~videntemente, este esquema de programa. generado a partir de la regla anterior 
asoCiada al Principio de Induccion presenta problemas importantes: l) El esquema 
de program<t no concuerda. con el esquema genérico de un programa recursivo donde 
se resuelve el caso minimal (o conjunto de casos mini mal es) o resuelve el caso no 
minimal (recursivo ). La completitud del tipo de dato es semanticamente clara. 

ValorTìpo = ValorlvJìnimal U Val or N o-Minima! 

con CasoAfinimaln CasoNolvJinimal = 0 
2) El programa. genérico anterior establece que para resolver un caso genérico se 

debe resolver el caso minimal en cada llamada recursiva. 

3) Otra importante deficiencia es el uso de P en modo "all-ground": Es imposi
ble unificar un valor minimal de un tipo con un valo:r no minima!. 
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Para resolver este problema proponemos una nueva regla que llamaremos Regla 
de Recursi6n 

r l- PG V Yx(Px-+ Pi7x) 
r 1- Yx(Px) 

Esta regla sintetiza programas con un esquema generai: 

P(17x, ... ) +-+ P(e, ... ) V (R(i7x, ... ) 1\ P( x, ... )) 

Los problemas anteriores desaparecen con la aplicacion de esta regla. Sin em
bargo, si queremos que nuestro sistema de prueba siga siendo valido con repecto al 
Principio de Induccion debemos pro bar que los programas logicos generados verifican 
dicho Principio. 

El esquema generai de programa sintetizado: 

P(B, ... ) ~ 
P(i7R, ... ) ~ R(i7R, ... ) 1\ P(R, ... ) 

(l) 
(2) 

Siendo Pl7x <-+ Ri7x 1\ Px se tiene que la regla inicial del Principio de Inducci6n 
es: 

l) 
r 1- P8 1\ Yx(Px-+ Ri7x 1\ Px) 

r 1- Yx(Px) 

Pro bar l) implica pro bar: 
1.1) r l- Pe y probar 1.2) r l- Yx(Px-+ RO"x 1\ Px) 
es decir, eliminando cuantificador universal y conectivas l6gicas se tiene: 
1.2.l)r,Pll- Ra-l y 1.2.2)f,PII- Pl 

El programa sintetizado establece que la existencia de una refutaci6n de Pl7x 
para cualquier x implica: 

a) Existencia de una refutaci6n para Ri7x que es el programa. asociado a la prueqa 
de 1.2.1) 
b) Existencia de una refutacion para P l que es el programa. asociado a la prue ba 
de 1.2.2) y que gracias al preorden bien fundado nos lleva finalmente a PB que es 
el programa asociado a la prueba de 1.1). La existencia de refutaciones en dicho 
programa verifica por tanto el Principio de Induccion pudiéndose concluir que la 
Regia de Recursi6n es valida ya que genera programas 16gicos que responden al 
Principio de Induccion. 

~----~~---~-~--~- ~-----------~----~-------------------------
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4.1 Ejemplos de Inducci6n/Recursi6n 

En el siguiente ejemplo intentaremos exponer de forma detallada la derivaci6n de 
programas a partir del siguiente conjunto de lemas en f: 

Lema l: Decibilidad de la igualdad en elementos tipo t. 
Vx:t\iy:t(x = y V x =f y) 
Lema 2: Decibilidad de la igualdad en elementos tipo lista( t). 

Vx:lista(t)Vy:lista(t)(x = y V x =f y) 
Lema 3 : 

Vx:tVl:lista(t)(•[] = [;r /l]) 
Lema 4: Espec. algebraica de operaci6n cons 
Vx:tVl:lista(t)Vz:lista(t)(cons(x, l, z) ;\ z =[x /l]) 
Lema 5: Espec. algebraica de las permutaciones de la [ J : 

perm([], []) 

especificaci6n informai: Dada una lista de elementos, calcular las permutaciones 
perm de ésta. Para ello sera necesario definir un predicado ins que permita insertar 
un elemento en cualquier posici6n de una lista . 
especificaci6n formai: 

perm(L:lista(t), Z:lista(t)) +-+L= [X:t /T];\ perm(T, M);\ ins(X, M, Z) 
ins(X:t, L:lista(t), Z:lista(t)) +-+ 

(cons(X,L,Z) AZ= [X/ L]) V (L= [Y:t / R] A ins(X,R,M) AZ= [Y /M]) 

Por simplificar, se obviaran los tipos en los secuentes ya que éstos se han definido 
en la especificacion. 

f 1- VXVZ(perm(X, Z)) :: perm(X,Z) se trata de una definicion recursiva, donde el 
parametro de recursion es X y aplicaremos para su resolucion la regia de recursi6n: 

a)f 1- VZ(perm([],Z)) :: perm((],[]) Se trata de la situaci6n minimal. Unificando 
{ Z +- [ ]} y usando el lema 5 se trata de un s-axioma. 

b)f 1- VEVFVG'iH(perm(G,H)-+ perm(E,F)) :: perm(E,F) siendo E= [Y / GJ. 

Eliminando cuantificadores, conectiva logica e identificando variables se obtiene: 

f,perm(L, Z) 1- perm(R, S) :: perm(R,S) con R = [Y /L]. Bloqueo, aplicando la 
regia de transformacion en 3.1) de nuestro sistema extendido al consecuente: 

f,perm(L, Z) 1- [Y /L]= [X/ T]!\ perm(T, M)!\ ins(X, M, S) :: perm(R,s) 
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c)f 1- [Y l L]= [X 1 T] unificando {Y +-X, T+- L}: . . . 
r 1- [X l L] = [X l L] aplicando ellema 2 y eliminando cuantlficadores se bene. 

... , Vx\fy(x = y v x =f y), [X/ L]= [X/ L] l- [X i L]= [X/ L] :: equai([X!LJ,[X!LJ) 

Vx\fy(x = y V x =f y), [X/ L] =f [X\ L] l- [X\ L]= [X\~] B!oqueo l t . 
..., t'l' d l· regla de resoluci6n de bloqueos en sJtuacwnes comp e .as. que se supera u 1 1zan o a 

..., Vx\fy(x = yVx =f y), [X\ L]-:/= [X l L] l- [X l L]= [X\ L] :: equat([X!L],[X!LJ)-falso 

d)f.perm(L,Z) 1- perm(T,M) 
.fi 'd {M +--- z T <- L (ésta ya se habia hecho)} : un1 can o ' se obtiene otro s-axioma: 

f,perm(L, Z) 1- perm(L, Z) :: perm(L,Z) 

e)f 1- ins(X Z, S) :: ins(X,Z,S) b ' t · t 
' · ' ·fi · ' dio anteriormente se pro ara pos .enormen e Este predJcado, cuya especl cacwn se . fi l· 

, t . FJ·nalmente v razonando bacia delante se obtJene el programa na . SU Slll eSJS. .J 

perm([ ], [\]L) J+-S) ( l([X \L] [X 1 L]) v falso);\, perm(L, Z) !\ ins(X, Z, S) perm([X ' +--- equa ' 

A partir de éste programa logico ~~ro es facil simplificar y obtener un programa 
logico fin al ejecutable estilo prolog, godel, ... etc. 

' . . Z S) Por razones de espacio, no podemos desarrollar con todo 
SmtesJS de zns{X, ! • • os las situaciones mas relevantes 

el detalle qu.e quisiéramos este eJemplo, presentarem 
de éste. 

r 1- VxVNz(ins(x,l,z)) r d l 
t t de una especificacion inductiva, lo resolveremos ap Jcan o a 

De nuevo se ra a ·fi · ' 1 l preor 
R . . ' etro de induccion segun la espeo cacwn es y e -Regia ecurs1va. param . , 

den, de nuevo la longitud sobre las hstas. 

a)f 1- ins(X, [ ], Z) 
b )f 1- V L( ins(X, L, Z) ___, ins(X, Cf L, M)) 

c) Probar a) implica probar: ) z [Y 1M]) 
( (X [] Z) !\ z = [X / []])v ([] = [Y l R] !\ ins(X, R, M !\ = . 

~~ol:~sc) i~;lica resolver cinco secuentes. Entre ellos aparece dos espeoalmente 

relevantes: 
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rf- [ ] = [Y l R] 
f r ins(X, R, M) 

La s!ntesis de f r ins(X, R, l\1) se postpone hasta concluir la sintesis del problema 
inicial ya que es el mismo. 

Por otra parte,f r [l = [:V l R], aplicando el Lema 2 y eliminando V: 
... , VxVl(•[ l= [x Il]), •[] = [Y l R] f- [] = [Y l R] Bloqueo 
que se soluciona aplicando la superacion de bloqueos en situaciones completas 
y generando: 
... , •( l= [Y l Rl f- (] = (Y l R] :: equat([],[YIRJ)...,falso 

En f) se empieza a resolver el caso recursivo, eliminando cuantificador: 
f r ins(X, L, Z) --+ ins(X, R, M) donde R = (T L 

Aplicando la regla transformacion en 3.1) de nuestro sistema extendido: 

f r (cons(X, R, M) 1\M =[X l R]) V (R = [Y l L] 1\ ins(X,L, Z) 1\M = [Y l Z]) 

Despues de resolver esos cinco secuentes el programa logico fina] sera: 

ins(X, (], Z) +- cons(X, [], Z) 1\ equal(Z, [X l []]) 
ins(X, R, M) +- cons(X, R, M) 1\ equal(M, [X l R]) 
ins(X, R, M) +- equal(R, [Y l L]) 1\ ins(X, L, Z) 1\ equal(M, [YIZ]) 
ins(X, [], Z) +- falso 1\ cons(X, [], Z) 1\ equal(Z, [X l []]) 
ins(X, R, M) +- falso 1\ cons(X, R, M) 1\ equal(M, [X l R]) 
ins(X, R, M) +- falso 1\ equal(R, [Y l L]) 1\ ins(X, L, Z) 1\ equal(M, [YIZ]) 

Igualmente, la simplificacion y traduccion a un lenguaje logico ejecutable es 
inmediata. 

5 Ejemplo usando Razonamiento Ecuadonal 

Planteemos el problema en el tipo de dato cola de prioridad. La especificacion 
de dicho tipo se basa en operaciones constructoras generadoras como ins para inser
tar elementos en una cola y colavacia representa la cola sin elementos. Los elementos 
seran naturales de manera que ellos mismos representan su prioridad. 

especificacion informai: Por razones de espacio, solo estamos interesados en 
el uso del razonamiento ecuacional, por lo tanto, presentaremos un breve e incom
pleto ejemplo (supondremos que el predicado obtmax ha sido ya especifica.do y que 

----- ---------~~~~~~--~~~~~ 
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tiene su pro grama logico asociado). 

especificaci6n forma!: 

obtelem(ins(X,ins(Y,C)),Y) -H " . 7 )))) obtmax(max(ins(Y, C)))-+ obtmax(max(ins(X, ms(1 'C 
En r (S) se define la siguiente axiomatizaci6n de la cola de prioridad: 

-.X= y-+ ins(X, ins(Y, C))= ins(Y, ins(X, C)) 
X< Y-+ max(ins(X, ins(Y, C)))= max(ms(Y, C)) 

Secuente inicial: 

r f- obtmax(max(ins(Y, C)))-+ obtmax(max(ins(X, ins(Y, C)))) 

l) Aplicando la regla-+ en el consecuente: 

f' obtmax(max(ins(Y, C))) r ~btmax(max(ins(X, ins(Y, C)))) 
Aplicando razonamiento ecuacwnal: 

2.1) r r- x < Y 

2.2) r, obtmax(max(ins(Y, C))) r obtmax(max(ins(Y, C))) 

De 2.1) Aplicando la decibilidad del orden en los numeros Naturales: 

'Vx'Vy(x < y) y (x> y) v (x= y) se obtiene: 

[ f- X < Y : menoc(X,Y) 

De 2.2) es un s-axioma. 

b ( ( · (Y C)))+ obimax( ma x( ins(Y, C))) : obtmax(max(ins(Y,C))) r, o tma.x max ~ns ' 

El programa logico final simplificado: 

l ( . (X . (Y C)) Y) +- menor(X Y) 1\ obtma.x(max(ins(Y,C))) obte em ~ns , zns ' ' ' 
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6 Conclusiones y Trabajo Futuro 

Intentaremos justificar, brevemente, nuestro sistema frente a los de otros autores: Frente al sistema deductivo propuesto por Manna y Waldinger [ManWal80]: 
Manna y vValdinger generan programas imperativos donde la logica de los mismos dependen en gran parte del proceso de unificacion ( construccion de las instruccicmes condicionales) y por tanto, resulta complicado la obtenci6n de bucles y programas recursivos. Ademas nuestro sistema presenta, frente al anterior, una mayor facilidad a la hora de asegurar ( demostrar) la correci6n de los programas generados respecto de las especifica.ciones. 
Frente al sistema de Wiggings, Bundy, Kraan y Hesketh [Wig91]: 
En nuestro plantea.miento, no es necesario considerar que los predicados sintetizados lo sean en modo "all ground" como proponen los anteriores autores y dichos autores proponen la introduccion de meta-variables que complican la especificacion y la extracci6n del programa desde las pruebas. 
Finalmente, podemos centrar el trabajo futuro en los siguientes puntos: 
l) Seguir estudiando las situaciones de bloqueo en la prue ba: métodos constructivos de superaci6n. 
2) Seguir estudiando la correcci6n de los programas 16gicos generados, esto enlaza con adopcion de heuristicas en el uso de las reglas del sistema de prueba. 
3) Completar el sistema con nuevas reglas que nos permitan modelar nuevos esquemas de programas ~como integrarlas?, ~estudio de su validez? 
4) Estudio mas a fondo de las especificaciones relacionandolas con nuestro sistema de prueba-construcci6n: i.existe relaci6n entre tipos de especificaci6n y los posteriores modos de utilizaci6n de los programas 16gicos sintetizados? 
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Abstract 

A structural operationa1semantics is given tofullProlog, incll!dingcutand 

neg~tiò~--·B,;:~kt~·a:c!~ing.is 1n1plémerifed thro~gh lookahead and requires no 

a~~iE~~-y structures, besides the goal and the accumulateci substitution. A 

concurrent version of this semantics is also outlined. 

Keywords: Prolog, Structural Operational Semantics, Transition Systems, Looka

head, Concurrency. 

l Introduction 

The semantics of many programming languages has been defined following the ap

proach advocated by Plotkin in [7], called Str·uctural Operatìonal Sem.antics, SOS 

for short. The idea is to associate a transiti an system., i.e .. an oriented graph, with 

a language. A node represents the state of the abstract machine running the lan

guage, usually a pair (program, data). A transition describes the (atomi c) activity 

that makes the state change, in a single step. A basic point is that t.ransitions are 

defined in a logical style by inference rules, inducing on the syntactic structure of 

programs. The advantages of this approach can be briefiy listed as follows. The 

semantic definitions are very dose to intuition, and are concise and readable. No

tably, there is little or no need for auxiliary structures. as .stacks. return points and 

the like, that are present in other operat.ional approaches. Also, the step-by-step 

description of the program execution provides guidelines to implementors, and its 

· inductive definition naturally calls for inductive proofs of properties. Moreover, 

these operational definitions have less mathematical obstacles than the denotational 

and the logical ones, and can easily be compared with them. Finally, it is easy to 

integrate, within a single forma! frame, different linguistic paradigms, ranging from 

the classica! procedura! ones to the concurrent, higher-order ones. 

'Work partially supported by ESPRIT Basic Research Action n.8130- LOMAPS 
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The purpose of this note is to give an SOS sema.ntics to full Prolog, including cut 
and nega.tion. The semantic definition is very compa.ct: tbere are only ì inference 
rules a.nd no auxiliary struct.ure. The rules reflect the Ìntuition about the implemen
tation of a Prolog interpreter, an d only one is not immedia.tely comprehensible (a t 
lea.st to tbe authors). Of course, as the fullla.nguage is dealt. with, the definition is 
not effective; it becomes so. as soon as a suita.ble subset of programs is considered, 
e.g., t.bose characterized by Apt and Pedreschi in [2]. As for auxiliary structures, 
our proposal cornpares fa.vourably with others presented in the literature. Indeed 
there is no need of dumping sta.tes, as clone by Jones a.nd Mycroft [5], or of pointers, 
as used by Bi:irger and Rosenzweig [4], in 01·der to describe the implementation of 
backtracking. 

Tbe actual SOS definitions are layered, originating a hierarchy of three tran
sition systems. Transitions of lower leve! are used t.o valiclate those of the hìgher 
leve!. More in detaiL the first transition system describes a resolution step, with no 
aclditiona.l constraint; a.t this leveL a cut is simply ignorecl. Cuts are handlecl at. the 
secondlevel. In orcler to derive a. tra.nsition, one has to check that there is a sequence 
of transitions of the former leve] that is a refuta.tion, i.e., one ha.s to perform a. looka
head. A further check ensures that a. cut indeed prevents ba.cktracking and freezes 
the "smallest" solution found before it. It may be worth noting that backtracking 
is never performed, a.s lookahead repla.ces it. This is the rule that requires more 
attention. The thircllevel introcluces the adual tra.nsitions and cleals with negation 
as failure. 

For the sake of rea.dability, we first present a semantics tha.t coincides with the 
theoretical one, namely we generate ali and only the LSLD refutations. Then, we 
add a condition t.hat checks whether there is an infinite sequence of transitions of 
the first leve!, i.e., of unconstrained resolution steps. Our solution is similar to the 
one proposed by Barbuti, Codish, Giacobazzi ancl Maher [3], based on the notion of 
oracle. In this way, we specify all a.nd only the refutations generateci by a stanclard 
Prolog interpreter. 

In order to exemplify the a.dvantages of the proposed cross-fertilization, we out
line a concurrent semantics of Prolog at the end of this note. A simple rule describes 
when two actual transitions can occur simultaneously, and how to combine them. 
This infercnce step can be rea.peted, tlms originating transitions tha.t reflect the ex
ecution of as many resolution steps as possible. It is immediate to impose a bound 
to such parallel a.ctivities, if the number of available processors is bound. 

2 Background and notations 

In this section we briefly recall the basic notions of structural operational sema.ntics 
a.nd transition systems from [7], ancl the notations used in the clescription of the 
semantics of Prolog from [6, l]. We start cliscussing transition systems. 

~---··~~-~~------· 
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Operational semantics aims at describing the behaviour that progra.ms exhibit 
h , t d Thus the focus is on the operat10ns t.hat a program can perform. w en execu e · ' · 1 · cl f A ro ram state, called configuration, is a purely syntactlc o )ject ma e _up o a 
i:Ce ~f code (the progra.m) and the data it_ operates upon .. The exe~ut10nof a p · d d by 8,.11tactic transformatJOn of configurat10ns. More preCJsely, program JS ren ere ; · l · h · . · we assume that the beha.viour of a program consists of elementary steps w 11c m1rr~1 

· "t · d of These steps we call transitions, a.nd are collected ll1 opera.t10ns 1 JS compose · · h th a binary relation between configurations. A transition system represents ~ en e 
whole behaviour of a. language. It is a graph whose nodes a:·e configurat10~s and 
whose arcs describe the transition rela.tion. The arcs are ~ossJbly labellecl wJth the 

l vant infonTtation one wants to know from the executwn of the correspondmg ree d fi "t" operation. More formally, we have the following e m 1011. 

")7 r· tf Definition 2.1 A transition system is a tn:ple (f' A,--+ . w ìere zs a se o con-
fi t · (t/ de") with....., ì/ ì'" a c; typical elements, A zs a set of actwns (labels, gunt .wns 2e no .~ '' ' ~ · · z t· (th . · ) d , b d ~ c r x A x r is the tmns1twn re a wn e opeTaizons Tange ove1 y a, an · _ 
arcs}. 

W e will sometimes write 1 ~ / 1 for (l, ì 1 ) E ~, an d we ca.ll l (;') the so m~ ce 
( ) f tl t . 't"on Also '"""~ L means tha.t no tra.nsition labelled a ex1ts target o re 1ansJ 1 · ' '~· . . f h fi . t" Sometimes we use the reflexive and transJtJve closure o from t e con gma. 1on ì- . · . 
the transition relation denoted ~·, where the l abel s is a string o:rer 1the labe_ll:ng · l · t t· · e a j)ath m t re trans1t10n alphabet A. It represents a poss1b y empty compu .. a wn,!. ., · 
system. 

A transition system is conveniently defined intention~lly by a forma! system of 
ìnference rules tha.t induce on the structure of configuratwns. . . . 

A typical example is taken from imperative languages. A confi~u~·atwn_Js a pan 
(C, cr) w h ere Cis a commancl (or progra.m) an d a is a. store. W e exh1b1t the mference 
rules for sequentialization. 

(C, a) --+ (C', a') 
1·--~--------~~ . (C;C",CJ)--+ (C';C",CJ') 

(C, cr) --+ (E, 171) 
2:--~------------

(C;C",cr)--+ (C",CJ') 

Th · f" . 1 1 says that C transform.s into C' in a sìngle step and changes e pre1n1se o ru e · · . . · t . th t · t a' Tllen 1"ts conclusion introduces the sequent.Jabza.twn opera or ,. e s ore a m o . , · · . · , · bl In rule 2 the command C ìs completed (to the empty one E) and thus Jt.Js poss1. e 
d · tl t · t the configuration (C· C" cr) of the a.bstract machme trans1ts to enve , 1a. 1n a. s ep , , 

to (C",a'). 

We recall the basic notions of Prolog, the most successfullogic language. 

L t ~ II and V (possibly subscripted) be denumerable (disjoint) sets of funee ~, d b f and ti o n 8 mbols, predicate symbols an d va.riables range aver Y c, , · · ., p, q'· · .· y t" 1 1 t T(I;) and T(~ V) be the set of ground a.nd not ground :1.:,y, .. . , respec !Ve y. e !J' 
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terms built on :S and V. A (TI, :S)-atom is an element p(t1, ... , tn) where p E TI 
is n-ary and i; E T(:S, V), i = l, ... , n. The set of (TI, :S)-atoms is denoted by A 
and it is ranged over by a, a', a;, .... Let g, g' E A* be two sequences of atoms, then 
its associative conca.tenation is denoted by g :: g', with empty string n il as neutra! 
element, except for 1 :: nil = nil. 

A substitution is a function CJ : V -+ T(:S, 11), and the empty substitution is 
denoted by 0. The composition of substitutions is defined as function composition. 

A substitution CJ is a unifier of two terms t and t' unifìable iff CJ(t) = CJ(t'). We 
introduce a partial function mgu that maps two objects into a most generai unifier, 
if any. A unifìer B is more generai t han another CJ if t h ere exists ; su eh that CJ = B;. 

In the sequel, we use also a bijective renaming V' of the variables of the clauses 
selected for resolution. 

A clause is a <-- g where the head a is a singl~ atom and the body g is a sequence 
of atoms. A clause without head is called goal. The se t of clauses is denoted by C, 
ranged over by c, c', c;, i > l. A logic pmgram is a fini te set of clauses an d a P7'olog 

program can be represented as P; <-- g where P is an ordered sequence of clauses. 

An SLD-den:vat?:on is a sequence g1 , g2, ... of goals su eh that if g; = <-- a1 1\ . . . l\ an 

then gi+I = <-- B( a1 1\ ... 1\ ak-l 1\ 1/;(g') 1\ ... 1\ an) where ak is the selected atom, 
a'<-- g' E P, 1/; is a renaming such tha.t 1/;(a' <-- g') has no varia.ble in common with 
g; and B(ak) = B('!j;(a')). An SLD- refutation is an SLD-derivation leading to 
<-- tr:ue an d if B1 , .. . , Bn are the substitutions used in the SLD-refutation, Bn o ... o B1 
is the answer substdubon. 

An SLD-tree is ma.de of nodes la.belled with negative or empty clauses. The root 
is the goal of the program. Ea.ch node ha.s as many sons a.s the atoms different from 
l in its clause. It is fìnitely branching because the a.rcs exiting a node are bounded 
by the number of clauses in the program. We call LSLD-tn;e the one in which the 
leftmost atom is always selected for resolution. Essentially, it represents a collection 
of leftmost SLD-derivat.ion starting from the goal. 

3 SO S se1nantics of full Prolog 

We now define a backtra.ck-free SOS semantics of Prolog. In other words, the 
transition system represents ali and only the computa.tions lea.ding to a refutation. 

Definition 3.1 The transition system of P7'olog is TSP = (G, 0, ---+p), wheTe 

G is the set of paÙ's (goal, answer subst-itution), and ___,p is the smallest tmn

sition ·relation defined by the a.Tiom and rules of Tab. 1. TheTe we assume that 

not(not(a)) =a, not(!) = !. Also, s, s' denote finite sequences of natuml numbeTs 
with E as the empty sequence. 

Some comments are in order. Vve introduce two auxiliary relations. The first one, 

=b.p, represents single resolution steps and ignores cuts. The second one, Yp, 
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T ab le l: Transition system of Prolog 

Uni: c;=a,__g' EP ,B=mgn(cp(a),'-/J(c;)) 
(a:: g, cp) ~p (1/.,(g') :: g, e o c/o) 

Cut1: (! :: g,cp) ~P (g,r/J) 

Emp: (g, ,P) ~P (g, rP) 

(g,cp) :;;~ (nil,r/J'), (g,cp) ,_!_.P(§,~) ~P(!/, ;p') ~P (nil,cp'), 
. ·)L (- ' _, J) • (' .. _, ~') (g,cp r___,..P g ::. ::g'. '--Tp · .. g' ,j <i 

(g, rjJ) ~i!, p (nil, cp') 

1. s Il ' " s'_ . 'fil (a,cp) ~P (g,cp1) ~P (nil,rjJ ), (g ,~) '--Tp (ml,rp ) 
S el : ( , "') (a:: g',cp) --+p g :;g ''+' 

Cnt3: (! :: g, c/o) -+p (g, c/o) 

(a, cp') j-. p (n il, cp"), a ground 
Naf:~~~~~--~----~ 

(not(a) :: g,</J) -+p (g,</J) 

performs locikahead ta.king care of cuts. In the relation ~p, i reco~·ds the cla.use of 
p used in the resolution. This informa.tion is crucial for 1mplementmg the left-most 
depth-fìrst search stra.tegy. The rule Uni performs the unifica.tion between the first 
atom of the resolvent a :: g and a clause of the program. Its concluswn records the 
new resolvent (g' :: g, Bo c/;), a.nd accumula.tes the answer substitutions. The second' 

rule simply skips cuts. The relation ""--+p is the second step towards the defìnition 
of the actual transitions ---l-p ·of TSP. Its purpose is to check that a. successful 
computa.tion (a.ccording to ===?}o) involves no backtrack over a cut. Its labels ~re 
strings, and rule Emp makes i t refiexive. The fìrst pre~1ise of C1ti2 shows a refutatwn 
R for (g, c/;); the second one inductively sa.ys that R JS correct WJ~h r~spect to c~ts; 

the third premise (--.((g,J) ~P (g :: 1 :: §',J)) and (g ::! :: g',c/J).""--+P (! :: §',~')) 
makes it sure that R is the left-most refuta.tion leading to a cut, Jf any. The s1de 

condition j < i, and the la.bel of ~P make it sure that no clau~e with ind:x 

grea.ter than i ca.n be used. Additionally, (§, Jl-l=rp(g ::! :: §', ~) ""--+p (! ::§',c/!') 
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says. t h a t t h ere is_ no clause with in d ex smaller t han 1 which gives a solution for g, 
pa.ssmg through ?·. Recursrvely, the same a.pplies to the refuta.tion (g, ,P) ~P (g, ~). 
The a.,ctual tra.nsrtJons are defined by t h ree rules. The premises of S el check t h a t a 

and g are correctly resolve~, a.nd the conclusion reports the first step. Aga.in, 1 is 
rgnored by Cut3. Rule l'laf rmplements negation as failure beca.use a.tom a ca.nnot 
be resolved, respecting cuts. No substitution is accumulateci in its conclusion as a 
rs ground. 

Note tha.t lookahea.d permits to handle cut friendly. Indeed, there is 110 need 
of d~mp of sta.tes as in [5] or pointers and a.uxilia.ry da.ta. structures a.s in [4], thus 
ma.kmg our sema.ntJcs mdependent of a.ny implementation. Fina.lly, a.lso nega.tion 
ca.n be ha.ndled ea.sily. · 

We now report a.n example of a.pplica.tion of our sema.ntic definition. Consider 
the following pro~ra1~1 in which, for the sa.ke of simplicity. we have only propositions. 
So we ormt ~ubstJtutwns from the configura.tions. Also we will often omit the index 
P of tra.nsrtwns. 

l.a+-b 
2. a+--
3. b f- c::!:: d 
4. b f--
5. cf--

6. c+-- e 
7. d+-- fail 
8. e+-

9. +-a 

Vve prove tha.t a --+p nil. 

First, rule Uni is a.pplied with cla.use 2 yielding 

Then, the .checks in :·ule Cut 2 are to be performed for cleducing a 2.., nd (note tha.t 
rule Emp rs used twrce for deriving the second premise) 

2 
Q --'-* ·z ' 2 ·z ' ·z ~- 1 _, ·' , ----,'" n2, Q'-+ a==> nz '-+ nz , a;---cg ::. :: g '-+. :: g-' 

Cui2: ----------------------~0 ------~~----~----~ 
a L, nil 

Eventually, we conclude a ---+ n il beca.nse a.ll the premises of rule S el are fulfilled. 

We show now that the resolution st.ep a ---+ bis not deriva.ble instead. 
Rule Uni permits deriving ' 

Qàb. 
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Then, we a.ttempt using Cut 2 , but the seconcl premise 

t: l s' . 
Q <-+ Q ==> b <-+ ml 

ca.nnot be fulfilled. Indeed, there is no such s'. Because of Uni, we have 

b <-c::!:: d E P 

b~c::!::d 

Similarly, we ca.n derive c à nil. Hence, the recursive a.pplication of rule Cutz 

shows that its first premise 
3s' 

b ==;,.* nil 

is never sa.tisfied, a.s d~ jQi/. Note that cla.use 4 ca.nnot be used in the resolution 
of b beca.use of the side condition j < i of rule Cut 2 which is not verified because 

3 5 
b ==> c::! :: d<-+! :: d Qnd 4j3. 

\Ve now prove the correctness of our semantics by shovving that the tree gen
erateci by unfolcling our transition system from the goal is made of a.ll a.ncl only 
the successful leftmost SLD-clerivations. 'vVe first clefine the unfoldings, which are 
obviously finitely-branching. Some notation could help. Given a. Prolog progra.m 
P;+- g, its corresponcling unfolding is 

[ (g, 0)]P = L e;.[ (g;, q\;)]P 
i El 

su eh tha.t for ea.ch i, the edge e; represents the resolut.ion step (g, 0) ---+p (g;, q\;) E 
TSP. 

Theorem 3"2 (Correctness) Oiven a Prolog program P;g, the unfolding of ·its 
T SP is (isomorplùc to) the sub-t?·ee of the LSLD-tree made of Qll and only pQths 

leading to success. 

PROOF. V/e only sketch the proof for the sake of brevity. The lookaheacl premises 
(clerived via. rul Cut 2 ) in the rules Sei and Na.f a.nd the a.ssumption not(not(a)) =a 
ensure tha.t no tra.nsition lea.ding t.o a. failure ca.n be derive d in T S P. 
The sea.rch stra.tegy of our sema.ntics is left-most depth-first because the rule Uni 

selects the left-most ava.ilable atom. 
VI/e are left to prove that our tra.nsition system correctly ha.ndles cuts via. rule Cut 2 . 

It prevents t o a.pply to a goal g a. program cla.use c; if t bere exists a Cj E P, j < i, 
tha.t permits to refuse (respecting cuts) a sub-goal (g in the rule) at the left of a 
cut. As s is generic, this a.rgument a.pplies to a.ny cut, possibly alreacly present in g. 
Note that, if s or s' are empty, rule Emp is usecl to fulfill the premises of Cut2 . o 

... 
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Our sen1antics is more abstract than a standard Prolog interpreter, say the 

liVAM [8]. Indeed, the fo~·mer is insensitive to infinite computations, that may pre

vent the la.tter from gettmg al] the solutions. In arder to rule these extra solutions 

out, we refine our sema.ntics as follows. We add to the states of TSP the special 

one V· The new state represents termination of a computa.t.ion either with success 
or failure. We have the following definition. · 

D~finition 3.3 The -./-transition system of Prolog is ..j-TSP = (Gu { ..j}, 0, --t p 

), wh~re G zs ~h e sei of pa1.1'S (goal, answer substitution), an d --t p is the smallest 

transztwn relat1.on defined by the a:riom and rules of Tab. 1 plus the rule 

End: (g, c/J) ~P (g', c/J') 

(g, c/J) ~p..; 

and the following rule in piace of Rule Sel 

(a, c/J) ~P (g, c/J') c.!... p (nil, rf/'), (g', c/J") ~P (nil, c/J'"), 

Sel' : ____ .....,..:...:(('-a:...:.' cP--'-)_~__::_P~(g~},:..:..., cP:...!./.:..!...)...!..o/-+~-./'....2. ,__:_:h_<=--:.!_i) __ _ 

(a :: g'' cP) --t P (g :: g'' c/J') 

The rule End above can be applied only if g is nil or if its first atom cannot 

be unified with any rule of P. Thus, i t describes the termination of a computation. 

The new rule Sel' uses an oracle in the style of [3] and permits to derive a.ll and 

only the solutions of a sta.ndard Prolog interpreter. · 

Th~orem ~.4 (Equivalence with Prolog) Given a Prolog program P; g, the un

foldmg .of zts -./-T S P is (isomorphic t o) the comzJ1ltation sub-tree of a standard 

Prolog w.te1·preter made of all and only paths leading to success. . 

PROOF · Again, we only sketch the proof for the sake of brevity, inducìng on the 

d~pt.h of the tree~. ~ssume that th~ W AA1 reaches a state (with goal component) 

9 f:om a state g .w1th a computatwnal step using the 1:th rule, and that from g" 

the mterpreter denves a. solution. By inductive hypothesis there exists a. derivation 

(~, €) --t~ (9', c/J') from which a solution can be found (see the premises of Sei'). 

Smce the mterpreter derives g", the left-most part of the computation tree up to g" 

is. finite and (possible) cuts are handled correctly. The "oracle" premise of rule Sel' 

d1scards the solutions derived by a clause e; E P if there exists h < i and eh E p 

through which an infinite computa.tion is originated. Recall that the premises of 

~el'. ta.ke care of cuts. So, all successful paths are generateci; reversing the argument 
JUStifies that no extra. path is generateci. o 

1In order to avoid yet a.nother arrow, we use -:p a!so for the new transition relation. 
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Note that the our semantic definitions are not effective as we use predicates that 

are not decidable. Of com·se, if we restrict our attention to ad-hoc sub-languages 

(e.g., the terminating pure Prolog programs characterized in [2]), we obta.in an 

effective semantics. 

Still our semantics is more abstract than a sta.ndard Prolog interpreter, because 

the generation ordering of the successful paths is not fixed as it happens in specifi

cations more oriented to implementation, cfr. [4], or in real implementatlons. 

4 Towards a concurrent implementation of Pro

log 

We end this note by showing that it is possible to further refine our semantics for 

describing a concurrent interpreter of Prolog. This is clone by adding the following 

rule to any of the a.bove tra.nsition systems. 

(g, cP) ---+P (91, cPcP1) ---+p (9', rf/), 

(9, rj;) --t P (92 ' c/Jr/;2) --t P (g', c/J') , V(x, tk), (x, t h) E cP1 n rP2 :::} tk = t h 

(9' cP) --t p (9'' rj;') 

The side condition of the abòve rule states that the two substitutions cP1 and cP2 

are compatible. So the two steps (g, c/J) --t p (g1, cPcPl) a.nd (9, c/J) --t p (92; cPcP2) are 

either independent (if c/J1 n c/J2 = 0) or share a component with exa.ctly the same 

effect. Thus they ma.y occur sìmultaneously. Note that it is possible to compose 

transitions already composed. 

An example ma.y help. Suppose we have got three transitions i,h,k that are 

pairwise compatible. Then, a. composed transition (i, h) can be derived, depicted 

in the figure below a.s the gra.y dia.gonal of the surface i x h. Iteratively, the single 

diagonal of the whole cube (i, h, k) ca.n be deduced. In the figure, only the "non 

hidden", both "single" a.nd "surface diagonal" transitions of the cube are actually 

represented. 

h 

• (i,h) _7 __ _.., ,. --
---· i h 

.-- • k 
. l ~ ...... ....._.. . l ..... 

">.. --- (•,h,k) ' (i k) l" ---l,. 
l ...... --1 ... 
l '""- (h, k l ì-·--._ '.,._ 

kl ........ kl ~ .• l ...... 1/ l .. l 

l ""- l . 
t '•"'>~. t ' . ---·-------··. 

h 

... 
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Abstract 

We defìne a new fìxpoint semantics for pure PROLOG, which is obtained as an instance 
of the generalized semantics of CLP and is oriented towards abstract interpretation. The 
concrete semantics is obtained by atta.ching to goals and constraints a history component tha.t 
remembers the sequence of choices made during the derivation, and resorting to the notion 
of divergent constraint to represent partial computations. The semantics is then used as the 
foundation of a framework far the (bottom-up, goal-independent) abstract interpretation of 
pure PROLOG programs. The abstract semantic domain is composed of sequences of standard 
and divergent constraints. Two conceptually new problems arise in modelling the depth-fìrst 
search strategy of PROLOG: both upper and lower approximations are needed and the length 
of the sequences need to be kept bounded in arder to guarantee the finiteness of the approach. 
Lower approximations are needed because of the negative role played by divergent constraints. 
Our solution is ba.sed an a different set-theoretic interpretation of the same constraints used 
for upper approximations. W e discuss the conditions under which the length of the sequences 
of abstract constraints remains bounded, guaranteeing the termination of the abstract fìxpoint 
computati an. 

Keywords: semantics, abstract interpretation, Prolog computation rule, constraints 

1 Introduction 

Traditional semantics and abstract interpretation fra.meworks for the analysis of logic programs, 
altough very useful, are intrinsecally limited by their inadequacy to mode! contro! related features 
of PROLOG-like languages, such as the depth-first search strategy an d the cut operation. These 
semantics ignare the contro! issues and handle backtracking as nondeterministic choice. 

Modelling contro! is attractive because i t would allow new kinds of analyses an d would i m prove 
the precision of existing ones. Severa! attempts to enhance traditional semantics with contro! 
related features ha ve been made [2, 3, 5], an d abstract interpretati an frameworks that handle prolog 
search rule and cut have started to appear [6]. However, none of [2, 3, 5] was shown to be act.ually 
usable for abstract interpretation, and [6] is not completely satisfactory from a theoretical point of 
view. In fact in [6] i t is argued that there is no "natura)" idea of collecting semantics for PROLOG, 
an d the abstract semantics is defined by resorting to a notion of pre-consistent postfixpoint. An 
interesting idea common to [5] and [6] is the use of sequences of substitutions or atoms. The idea 
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is not completely new (see [ll]), but it seem>· that it has never been deeply understood. ·The 
above mentioned works note that lifting a sequence-based semantics to the powerset of sequences 
leads to inconsistencies (the fixpoint of the abstract operator is always the empty set). The point, 
according to us, is that sequences are already a structure to collect substitutions together. It is 
not surprising that lifting to sets of sequences, as done in [5] an d [6], does no t produce the correct 
result. 

In this work we show how a simple conceptual idea (namely, attaching a history to goals, see 
also [9]) leads in a natura! way to sequences and to an ordering re]ation on them that solves the technical problems of [5, 6]. With our ordering relation, lifting .to sets is no longer necessary, and abstract and concrete semantics can be expressed in a uniform framework as least fixpoint of an 
(abstract or concrete) operator. In order to make abstract and concrete semantics as uniform 
as possible, we use the paradigm of constraint logic programming (CLP). The semantics of CLP 
is pararnetric wrt an underlying constraint system, and abstract semantics are obtained simply replacing concrete constraint systems with abstract ones (see [8, 13]). 

Our uniform treatrnent also shows which are the rea! conceptually new problems that arise 
when contro] is taken into account. Namely, these problems are the need of lower approximations, and of sequence approximation. We propose a solution for the lower approximation problem 
based on a different set-theoretic interpretation of the same abstract domains used for upper approximations. The praticai implication of this, is that abstract interpretation for PROLOG programs can essentially be based on the same domains already developed for logic programs. For the second new problem, we identify a comprehensive class of analyses for which the finiteness of our abstract interpretation framework is guaranteed. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 and 3 we recall some definitions of CPO theory and constraint systems. Sections 4 and 5 present the CLP language and the 
operational semantics we will use. In section 6 we develop a generalized semantic framework, and in section 7 we instantiate it to captures PROLOG answer constraints. Finally section 8 describes 
our approach to abstract interpretations of PROLOG. Finally we draw some conclusions in section 9. 

We assume the reader to be familiar with logic programming, abstract interpretation and constraint systems. 

2 . Preliminaries 

In this section we recai! some definitions and notions of CPO theory ([10, 4]). A partial order 
is a set P with a relation ::; reflexive, transitive an d antisimmetric. An upper (lower) bound for a 
set S ç P is an element u E P such that x ::; u ( u ::; x) for ali x E S. u is a least upper bound (greatest lower bound) for S iff i t is an upper (lower) bound and for any other upper bound (lower 
bound) v, u ::; v (v ::; u). Ifa least upper bound lub(S) (greatest lower bound glb(S)) exists, then it is unique. If any finite subset of S has an upper bound in S, S is said to be direct. A 
complete partial order (CPO) is a poset such that any direct subset has a least upper bound. A CPO is pointd if i t has a minimum element. x E P is finite .iff for any direct set D such that 
x ::; lub(D) there exists d E D such that x ::; d. A CPO P is algebraic iff for ali x E P the set 
D= {y l y::; x, y is finite} is direct and x= lub(D). A bnction f: P--+ Q between posets is 
rnonotonic iff x S:P y implies f( x) S:Q f(y) for ali x, y E P. f is continuous iff for any directed set D, lub(f(D)) = J(lub(D)). If P is an algebraic CPO, any monotonic function f from the finite elements of P to Q can be extended in a unique way to a continuous function from P to Q. Intuitively algebraicity means that P is characterized by its finite elements. In fact a copy ( up to 
isomorphism) of P can be built from its finite elements in a standard wa.y. Furthermore the set of continuous functions on an algebraic CPO is isomorphic to the set of monotoni c functions defined 
on its finite elements. Each function which is monotonic on the finite elements of an algebraic CPO, has a unique continuous extension to the whole CPO. 
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3 Const:raint Systern 
· 11 . definèd as Iattices endowed with cylindrification operators and Constra.mt systems are usua J h d' · f diag~nal elements to represent ~c;~alit:t an d param.:.ter p~ss~-~- It is ofte~ the c~e t da~h Jsi~~\~o~ on su cb a lattice has not the right meaning. Respons1ble of that JS usua y cons1 _ere . e ~c. . the lattice is not distributive, and the lattice is customanly embedded m a d1stnbut!Ve one hftmg 

to sets of constrarnt~. - . k h d fi ·r f I~p;;~tic~ th~ loin operation of the latticeisnever_used. Hence we wea en t e e m !OD o,. constra.int system, b;· ~;q~iring it to be only a .~ernga;ttice. Axioms on cyhndnfica.twn opera.toro 
a.nd diagonal elements are the usual ones. 

Definition l A constraint system is a structure (C,ç,/\,true,false,:lx,Dxy) such that (C,ç) ~s da ·z ti. ·th meet 1\ minimum false an d maximum true, an d the followmg axwms are sattSJ e . sem.z a zce wz , · 

(c ç c') =? (:lx c ç :lx c') 
:lx:lyc = :ly:lxc 
(z =/=x, y) =? (Dxy = :Jz(Dxz 1\ Ozy)) 

4 The language 

c ç :lxc 
Dxx = true 
(x=/= y) =? (Dxy 1\:lx(c/\Dxy) ç c). 

W ·n s the la.nguage CLPas defined in [15] sin ce the classical.syntax of CLP does. no t 
. · ~ ':1 su~t:ble basis for a· ;·tr;;-ctured operational semantics an d for a denotatwnal one. The j~~;~a~e is parametric wrt a set of constraints C an d is specified by a context free gram~ar. Tbe basic constructs of the language are constraints an d atoms. Conjunction of atoms, a tern~tlVe choice among clauses an d locality are expressed by the operators /\,V an d :lx. Goals are defined 

by the production 
G ::= c!G 1\ GIG V G[:lxG!p(x)1 

t f Pred1cate symbols II an d c ranges over the elements of C A progra.m where p ranges over a se o l d fi .t. ·f . ) : -Gp [ p E II .. Gp E Goal} contammg exact y one e m 10n or is a collectJOn of clauses {p(xp 
each predicate symbol. 

5 Ope:rational Semantics 
In order to maintain the simplicity of the classica! semantics of logic programming, >Ne ,m~de~ 

the operational semantics as a non deterministic transition system extendmg_ the usual noc1on 01 
goal with a history component that records the sequence of choices made dunng 1ts denvatwn. . 

5.1 Constraint associateci to a goal 
As in [15] we introduce the notion of constraint associated to a goal, in order to express the 
· t h ck of CLP However since the implementatwn of CLP that we bave m mmd 1s a cons1s ency c e . , 

sequential one, our definition is quite different. . . . _ _ '· 0 d finition is better gìven by first introducmg the set of srmple constramts Cs -. CUC, ,w h ere C= {~rl ce E C} is a disjoint copy of C used to represent the result~ of parti al computatwns. W e cali 
the elements of c dit>ergent constrainis in analogy w1th the notw~ of dzvergent atom m . , The module of a simple constraint ìs !si = c, where s = c or s = ~- ConJU~ctJ~and cylmdnfìcatlcD on c are lifted to Cs by the rules (C] 1\ cz) = Cj 1\ C2' (c 1\ s) = c an d :lx c = :lx c. 

J Note that considering only atom.s of the form p( x) is not restrict.ive: the atom p(x,j(y)) can be represented a.s 
(3,(z = (x,f(y))) 1\ p(z)). 
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AND 

(G,h)-+ (G',h') 
sa t( c A G) 

(c;, G, h)- (c A G', h') 

OR (G v G', h)_, (G, h:: O), (G', h:: l) 

(G, h)__, (G', h') 
Hiding 

(3xG,h)- (3xG',h') 

Recursion (p( x), h)-> (3"(8'-',X A (3x,(8x,,<.> A Gp))), h) sat(Gp) 

Table l: Transition rules fora program P= {p(xp): -Gp l p E II}. 

The constraint associateci to a goal is defined by the function 

con( c)= c 
con(3xG) = 3xcon(G) 

con( GAG') = con( G) A con( G') 
con(G V G') = con(p(x)) = true. 

con( G) represents the partial answer associateci to G. When G is a disjunction or an atom, its 
partial answer is true because the relative computation has stili to take piace: true represents a 
partial computation that has not computed anything yet. 

The consistency check condition sat(O) is defined as l con( G) l # false. sat( G) tests whether the 
(partial) constraint associateci to G is satisfiable. 

5.2 Transition System 

In our top-down semantics configurations are goals paired with binary strings: Conf = Goal x 
{0, l}'". A configuration represents the fina! result of a (possibly partial) derivation, together with 
the sequence of choices made during the derivation itself. The transition relation on Conf ( defined 
by the rules in table l) is similar to that used in [15]. The only differences concern the new history 
component and the rules for A that now embed a leftmost selection rule. Al! rules, but the last, 
are strightforward. In the last rule, o: is assumed to be a reserved variable that is used to avoid 
name clashes and perform parameter passing. In practice it performs a variable renaming. 

Altough the transition relation treats disjunction operations non deterministically, the history 
of goals allowr us to express the constraints computed according to the depth-first search strategy. 
Depth-first search corresponds to the lexicographic order on the histories. Hence Prolog answer 
constraints for the goal G in the program P are those c su eh that ( G, e) _, * (c, h) for some h an d 
{(G',h') l (G,e) _,* (G',h'),h' :'Slex h} is a finite set. 

As an example consider the program p(X) -((X = a) A p(X)) V (X = b) and trace out al! 
possible derivations for the goal p( X). In order to simplify the notation we will omit unnecessary 
renamings from the recursion rule and will abbreviate the goal ((X = a) A p( X)) V (X = b) 
with Gp. For example we will write (Gp, f) for the result of applying the recursion rule to the 
initial configuration (p( X), e). After this first step we can choose between two different transitions: 
(Gp, f) -+ ((X = a)!\ p( X), O) and (Gp, f) -> ((X = b), 1). It is easy to see that the first 
transition leads to the infinite derivation ((X = a)!\ p(X), O) --+ ((X = a) A Gp, O) - ((X = 
a) A ((X = a)!\ p( X)), 00) -+ ((X = a) A ((X = a) A Gp), 00) -+ · · . Notice that transitions 
like ((X= a) A Gp,O)-+ ((X= a) A (X= b),Ol) are ruled out by the unsatisfied side condition 
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sat((X =a) A (X= b)) expressintg the conslStency check. Now, all strings O, 00, (l(F 

lexicographically the string l. So t.he set {(G', h') l (p(X),f) _,• (G', h'),h' :'Slex l' 
(X= b) is nota Prolog answer constraint. 

6 Generalized Bottom-Up Semantics 

.. precede 
.Jìnite and 

We now define a generalized bottom-up semantics for CLP. Formally, our definition is almost 
identica! to that in [15]. The difference is that we parameterize the definition wrt the e."tended 

constraint system. . 
The baiic constraint svstem is usually inadequate to provi de a suitable basis for a denotatwnal 

semantics. The problem is that the join operator (that in our case is not even required to exist) 
does not necessarily representthe intended disjl!:llct~O!l op_eration b.etween_cqnstraints, So, the first 
step to define a denotationai semantics ·is to embed the basic constraint system in an extended one. 
The extended constraint system will be an ordered set (C, ç, .l) with operations @, EEì, :!lx whose 
meaning is that of conjunction, disjunction and s.ilii!_dr\fication. Axioms on these operations are 
very weak: for example the conjunction operation is not necessarily the meet wrt ç. In fact, m . 
PROLOG conjunction is not even commutative: changing the order of the atoms in a clause can 

modify the set of computed solutions. . 
An extended constraint system is an algebx_ajc.P.,Ql!l~~d CPO (C,[;:, .l) endowed w1th a set of 

continuous OQ~J:i!eti<ms. Actually, since we require (J_t_()be alg(;br':~c, we can specify only its finite 
elem~~t; C J. ' 

Definiti an 2 An extensìon of a basic constraìnt system (C,!\, 3x, Ox,y) ìs a structure (C J, [;:, @, EEì, 

3l,, .l) together with a function [-] from C io Cf such that: 

" Cf is a poset with ordering relation ç an d bott.om element .l, 

e 0 an d ffi are binary operations o n Cf monotonic wrt [;:, 

.. 3lx ìs a fami/y of monotonic unary operations on Cf, 

"' the embedding function preserves conjunction and cylindrification, i. e. far ali c, c' E C: 
[c A c'] = [c]@ [c'] an d [3xc] = 3lx [c]. 

Cf can automatically be extended to an algebraic CPO with finite elemets C1, an d the 
operations can be extended by continui t:;: to thevyh_ole_ C. 

The definition-;;-fthÉ,-generallze-d semantics is qui te simple. Goals are evaluated in environments 
that associate a meaning (bere a constraint in C) to each predicate symboL Formally an environ
ment is a function from II (the set of predicate symbols in the program) to C: Env =II- C. Env 
ìs automatically an algebraic pointed CPO with finiteelerne11ts Envf = II - Cf. 

The evaluation function 9[-]: Goal x Env1 _, Cj -i~ defined by induction on the structure of the 

goal by the rules 
Q[c]e 

Q[G1 A Gz]e 
9[Gl V Gz]e 

9[3xG]e 
Q[p(x)]e 

[c] 
9[Gr]e 0 Q[Gz]e 
Q[Gl]e EEì Q[Gz]e 
3lx9[G]e 
3l"([8'-',x] 0 e(p)) 

Q[G] can easily be proved t()_ berJ'l_onotoJ?-ic ?n Envf an~ extendedby contimùty t~ Env. In_ this 
framework til<; meanlng of a program should be an environment that assoclates to eas:h predicate 
symbol ìts meaning as specified in the program. Thìs environment can be defined by 11 fixpoint 
equation. Fìrst we associate to the program P= {p(xp): -Gp l p E II} a mDnotonic ~tor 1Jp 
on Envf: 
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Since T> p is monotonic. it has a uniq. \le ~ontHllJ.ou.s ex._t.ension to En·"· fixpoint: _.... · - an d w e c an define i ts least 

fix Dp = U T>'f,(_L). 
n>O 

fix T> p can be considered a bottom-up goal indep~ndent semantìcs of the program p 'l'be a 
constramt to a goal Gin a program P is given by 9[G](fix D p). . ~ nswer 

Actual~y the extended constramts usually provide more information than that reallv desired 
The add!twnal mformatwn 1s necessary hecause in th~ definition of a denoi r 1 ·t. Q[]. 
needs to b .t. l h . ' - .a wna seman JCS . 
b d' d e dco;po~J wna wrt t e operatìons. However, thìs addìtional informati an can event~~lly 

e ;scar e . o t ls purpose, we mtroduce a CPO of observables Obs and a continuous ma in 
O. v~ Obs. As usual, we can define O on C1 only and then extend it by continuity to c. pp g 

Definition 3 An instance ofth z- d · 
(C . e genera zze semantzcs zs specified by an extended constraint system 

( f, r;_, ®, @: 3lx, _L) wzth an. embeddz.ng function [·] :C.._, Cf satisfying definiti an 2 an d a 0 t 
Obsf. :S) wzth a monotonzc functzon O· c .._, Ob Th . . . ' P se 

l G · p th l · f s f · .e generahzed semantzcs associate t o the 
goa zn e e ement of Obs 

T>(G, P)= 0(9[G](fix D p)). 

Hence the definition of an instance of tbe semantic framework invoives not only an extended 
~onstramt sys~em, but also an observable domaìn Obs and the two functions [·] and 0. For the 
ake of brevJt}, we Wlll often refer to the generalized semantics defined bv an e'""ended t · t 

svste . th t h h J AL cons ram 
o m, assummg a t e ot er components are also given. 

?c A\~ s1mple example of extended constraint system consider tbe powerset extention of C C _ 
~ , Wl conJunctwn and cyirndnfication Iifted eìementwise to c and sum and ord · I' t. -
expres d b tb · . ermo- re a wn 
with ~eth yd' e setf umon an d set mdusion respectively. As observable domain we tak~ C itself 
" . e l ent1t~ unctwn. Th1s extended constraint system gives the usual logic pro rammin 
oemantJcs (modellmg computed answer constraints). If C ìs the Herbr nd t · tg . g 
the program p(X) : -((X = a) 11 X)) . _ . ~ cons -ram_ system of 
a) 1\ p(X)) V (X- b) . h p( . V (X .- b), the vaiue assocJaLed to expresswn ((X = 

- m t e empty envnonment 1s 

Q[((X =a)/\ p( X)) V (X =b)](J.) = ({(X =a)} 0 0) u (X =b)= {(X =b)} 

and Dp(_l_):p >---+ {(a = b)}. In fact (X = b) is a computed answer constraint far the oal ( ') 
accordmg to the comlete search strategy of pure Jogic programming. ' g p X 

:~bstract sc:rn.ant:ics 

The rnain advantage of usìng a generelized semant'cs Ì' 'hat it Il. c t a d b . t . . ' ' " L . a owo us o express concrete 
.n a stra.c setTLantJcs 1n a 1: ::n_f.onn Vv'aY. Once an a t st f l . · b · ' 

, 't". t t , . J ·" rac .wn re atwn etween two e'"tended 
cons 1 «m sys .ems observabJe domains) ìs established the semantìc" defined by th '\, , t 
constramt system is aulomatJ. Il , . ' " · . e a Scl'aC . · . · · ca -Y a sa;e etjcproxima.tion of th~e concreate one 
C"?:~~~d:r" twobmtstances of the"generalized S·2mantics specified by the const.raint systems C a.nd 

· ,_, lo an a s ractwn of C n lhe•·e e ... ''te · · f · f from C" t C d f . Ob a , ... A'" "' a pa;r o contmuous unctions, both denoted by a 
-· o an rom s to Obs such tha.t ' 

a([c]) ç" [c]" o:(q1 "'q2 ) ça "" - a(qi) ®0 et(q2) 
- a(3lxq) ca 3l~o:(q) a(ql el q2) r;" Oè(ql) el" a(q2)-

If the above conditions are satisfied the s t· d fi d a · 
defined by C, as stated by the follo;ri,ng t::::~cs e ne by C IS a safe approximation of that 

Theorem 4 If C" is an abstraction of C than far any goal G an d program p 

--:;~-::::---::------- et(D"' ( G, P)) ç" D( G, P). 
2 W e will distingu.ish the components d fun_ t· · 

them by a. an c wns a.ssoclated to the second constraint system by supe:rscribing 
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1 Concrete Semantics 

In this section we define an instance of the generalìzed semantìcs that captU"'··· .\he answer 
constraints computed according the left-most selection rule and depth-first sear~;_, strategy of 

PROLOG. 
The construction is parametric wrt the basic constraìnt system. Actually we sta.rt from the 

simple constraints introduced in section 5.1, and pair them with binary strings, as already dane 
with goals in the operatìonal semantics. A n ode is a pair ( s, h) whose first eiement is a simple 
constraint and whose second element is a binary string: N ode= Cs x {0, 1}*. A node represents 
the fina! information associateci to a partial derivation: nameiy its partial answer constraint, the 
informatìon whether the derivation is partial or not, and the sequence of choices made during the 
derivation. 

We define on Node a binary relation and two operations that correspond intuitively to the 
transition relation on goals and the conjunction and cylindrification operations. 

Defìnition 5 Let n1, n2 be n od es. n1 is an ancestor of n2, written n1 ::; n 2, if an d only if n 1 = n2 

or n1 =(c, h),n2 = (s, h:: h') and !si ç c. 
Conjunction an rwdes is defìned as (s, h) 0 (s'' h') = (s Il s'' h :: h")' where h" = h' if St E c 

and h11 =E otherwise. Cylindrification an nodes is defined as 3lx(s, h)= (3xs, h). 

For example(X =a, E) 0 (true, f) =(X= a, E) and (X= a, f) 0 (X= b, l)= (false, 1). With 
the above definitions (N ode,::;) is a poset and 0 and 3lx are monotonic. We define the elements 
of C 1 as the finite subsets F of N ode such that 

" if n1, n 2 E F and the history of n 1 is a prefix of that of n 2, then n 1 = n 2, 

® for any h there exists a node n E F whose history is a prefix of h or vice versa. 

For example {(true,E}, {(X=a,O),(X = b,l)} and {(X=a,OO),(false,Ol),(X = b,l)} are al! 
elements of c1 when C is the Herbrand constraint system. In practice, the two conditions say 
that for each path from the root there is one and only one element in F. Cf is a poset with the 
ordering relation 

def 
F1 ç F2 = ('v'n1 E F 1.:Jn2 E F2.n1 ::; n2) 1\ (ìfn2 E F2.:Jn1 E F1 .n1 ::; n2) 

an d minimur.n j_ = { ( true, t:)}. The ordering reiation reflects the fact that internai details of a 
derivation are considered irrelevant. 

Conjunction and cylindrification on N ode are lifted element-wise to c1 preserving monotonicity: 
Fo 0 F1 ={no 0 n1 l no E Fo,nl E F1} E Cf, 3lxF = {3lxn l n E F} E Ct. Furthermore a 
disjunction operation can be defined as Fo el F1 = {(s, i:: h) l (s, h) E F;}. 

Propositi.on 6 (CJ, ç, ®,el, 3lx, _l) is an extension of C with extension function [c]= {(c, E)}. 

With this extended constraint system ([X=a] 0 _l) el [X= b] = {(X=a,O), (X=b, l)} and 
the first approximation of the semantics of the program p( X) :-((X= a) Il p( X)) V (X= b) is 
given by Vp(_l_):p......,. { (~, 0), (a= b, l)}. 

If we are interested in computed answer constraints only, we can choose as observable domain 
the powerset of C, whose finite elements are the finite subsets of C. N ow we define the function 
O from C 1 to Obsf. c E O(F) if· and only if (c, h) E F an d for ali (?,h') E F such that 
h' :s;lex h, c' = false. The answer constraint of a goal G is observed only if all the computations 
that precede it are either successfui or faiied, i.e. they are not infinite. In our example program, 
T>(p(X), P) = 0 because the divergent constraint o:= a always precedes a= b in fix V p. However 
V((X =b) flp(X),P) ={(X= b)} because (X= b)®X =a equals false. 

With the above definitions, T>( G, P) is exactly the se t of Prolog answer constraints as defined 
by the operational semantics in section 5. 

Theorem 7 c E T>(G, P) if and only if c is a Prolog _answer constraint. 
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8 Abstract Semantics 
We consider now the problem of defining abstract interpretations for tbe semantics proposed in the previous section. The abstraction will be performed by abstracting-thé·~;t;;;:int system oiìJY:~às-a:I'rèaay''ctìséussed in section 6.1. The aim is to make available tbe abstract constraint systems (or abstract domains), developed for tbe analysis of logic programs, to the analysis of pure PROLOG programs. Tbe existing abstract constraint systems are abstractions of tbe basic constraint systems. W e look for the corresponding abstractions of the extended constraint system introduced in tbe previuos section. 
The abstraction process can be decomposed in two independent components: an approximation of the simple constraints, an d an approximation of bow simple constraints are collected togetber in extended constraints. 
Tbe approximation of simple constraints seems to be exactly the same problem addressed by regular abstract interpretations for pure logic programs. However, a new problem arises. Namely, even if we are concerned with upper approximations of answer constraints, upper approximations of simple constraints are not enough. Consider the program p( X) :-((X =a) !\p( X)) V (X= b). The goal p(b) succeeds and termina.tes, but p(X) diverges ·without returning a.ny answer. Assume now we want to perform a. groundness analysis. If we replace the constraints (X= a) and (X= b) by tbe corresponding abstract constraint ground(X), tbe solutions generateci by tbe second clause will always be bidden, since tbe first clause is now applicable and does not t.erminate. The problem is tbat divergent constraints play a "negative" role. N amely, if we want a safe approximation of answer constraints, divergent constraints bave to be abstracted by lower approximations. 
Assume we bave two domains of abstract constraints U and .C containing the upper and lower approximations of the elements of C. We bave an upper abstraction function x : C -+ U and a lower abstraction function .À :C-+ .C. The upper abstraction function satisfies tbe usual conditions (semimorphism), i.e. x( q 1\ c2) ç x(cr) 1\ x(c2) ,x(3xc) ç 3xx(c),x(false) ç false. The lower abstraction À satisfies dual conditions, i.e. À(cr) 1\ À(c2) ç À(cl 1\ c2) ,3x.À(c) ç -À(3xc), true ç À(true). 
Divergent constraints are approximated in C. Note tbat, because of tbe equation (cr 1\ C2) = c1 1\ c2 , whicb defines tbe product of a standard constraint and a divergent constraint, standard constraints need both an upper and a lower approximation. 
We can then build tbe set CS = (U x .C) U .C of simple abstract constraints and define the function a from Cs to CS- Tbe elements of c~ are denoted by m and [y]- m describes the set of al! the standard constraints c, such that l ç c ç u. [1] describes the divergent constraints c sucb tbat l C c. 
Th; abstraction function a is defìned on simple constraints as a( c) = [~~~JJ, a(c) = [~(c)J. W e need to define an ordering relation on C~. The ordering relation on Cs is based on interval inclusion: if ur ç u2 an d /4 ç /3 ç /2 ç h, then 

[ur] c [u2] c [-] c [-] . lr - b - /3 - /4 

Now we consider the second problem: how to approximate sets of nodes. A first observation concerns tbe histories of nodes. The particular sequence of choices doesn't really matter. What is important is just bow tbe nodes in an extended constraint are ordered by tbeir histories. Since elements of Cf are finite sets, we can represent them by sequences of simple constraints. A second observation concerns the length of the sequences. We want to keep the sequence as short as possible, in order to fasten the computation of the fixpoint of the abstract semantics. For example we can remove repetitions of elements in the sequence, but we cando better. We can exploit the set inclusion order on abstract simple constraints an d remove an element from a sequence whenever it is preceded by a bigger one. For example if [~] is preceded by a divergent constraint [p] with 
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h b it is "hidden" by the divergent l' ç 1, then [~] can be safely removed by t e sequence ecause · 
constraint (noti ce that l' ç l irnplies [~] ç [rJ ). . b t d · ca c (Ca)* Putting together the two kind of abstractions, we obtam an a strac . orn~m f - d sfì · .. .. eh that if s· C s· then 1. < J· Now we eme N arnely ca is the set of sequences sr ....... Sn, su t - J - a b d fi d al! the op~rations that make C an extended constraint syst.ern. The surn on Cf can _e defne · · N 1 EB" - q .. q~ wbere q; 1s obtame rom as a variant of the stnng concatenatwn. arne y, qr q2 - l .. 2•. . . . C d U b · a]] elements 8 such that s C s' for some s' in q1 . Crhndnficatwn on an q2 v rernovmg - h l t' th t equires a little is lifted componentwise to Cs, preserving monotoni city. T e on Y opera wn a r · more e:ffort is the product that is defined inductively as follows: 

(qr Ella q2) 0a q3 = (qr0" q3) Ella (q2 0" q3) 

t
u] 0" (q1 Ella q2) = (m 0a qr) EB" (m 0" q2) 
yJ 0" qr = [y] 
~l 0" l~' l = l~~r'l 
[~]0" [d = lu-zJ, 
(C")* The definition ofthe product recalls the sequence--based sernantics w h ere q1, q2, qa range over ·r s · U _ C _ C an d À = X to be the identity function, an d proposed m [5]. In fact, 1 we assume - - . . l - f [5] t defìne Ella as standard concatenation, the resulting semantics IS es~entml y an extens1~n o o CLP. The ordering relation on Cj reflects the "negative" role of ~vergent constrarnts. wehdefite .. .. ca 1·r and only if q can be decomposed in n substnngs qr :: . -. :: qn, such t at or B1 ....... Sn _ q 

any Bi, 

d E q .. .. q· 1 for some s = [u1;] such that • if s; = [~], then either q; = s or q; = E an s 1 .. • · • .. •- , 
Si ç S, 

• if sf = [r], then s ç s; for all s E q;· 

l t b . divergent constraints can get srnaller or Intuitively, convergent constraints can on Y ge 1gger, 
even disappear- d d · t t b 'l t With c• we bave completed the definition of the abstra~t exten ~ constr~m sys em, m frorn two traditional domains for upper an lower approxrrnatwn of basic constramts U and C. 

P · 't' 8 (Ca ca ""a Ella 3l [-t-]) is an abstraction of C. ropos1 ton , _ , 101 ' ' x' rue 

As a corollary the resulting sernantics is autornatically correct wrt prolog answer constrarb'nts. 
l ' (X) . -((X - a) 1\ p( X)) V (X = b) if we take .C = U = C we o tam In our examp e prograrn P · - a-b] Q[Gp](_L) = (li~:J0" ltru~) EB" (t~:J = lx=aJ :: lt~:J and 'D].(_L):p>-+ [<;>=aJ :: L,;;;b ·. We conclude this section with a remark on the terrnination ~f- the fixpomt computatw_n. _In order to uarantee the terrnination, we need some finiteness cond1t10n on U and C. Noethena~1ty is neithe: necessary nor sufficient, because C 1 could contain sequen_ces of any length. A: poss1ble condition is the following: there exist only finitely many constramts m U an d .C on any given fìmte set of variables. This condition is essentially the same proposed in [12] to ?efine compo~ztz~~al !Y tractable domains, an d is satisfied by most abstract constraint systems used m the analys1s o og1c 

pro;~:=~ur environrnents contain s~quences of constraints on a single variable (a), these sequ~nc~s cannot be arbitrarily long (we know that no element is repeated more than once), an t e termination of the abstract fixpoint computation is guaranteed. 

8.1 An example of type analysis 
The analysis we discuss is a groundness and type analysis. Our aim is not to ~evel~p a full application, since we just want to ernphisize some problerns related to lower approxrrnatwns. 
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Thh~refore we use a very sìmple domain of ab&tract constraìnts an d we discuss only those aspect 
w 1ch are relevant to the analys!S of a specific program. 

The. program we consider defines two predicates nat and natlist whose 1"nt d d · · 
t" 1 "v · 1 , en e meamng 1s 

respec I ve Y -"' 1s a natura number" an d "X is a list of naturals". 

nat(X) :,-(X= O) V (:lr(X = s(Y)) 11 nat(Y)) 
natlzst(X) :-(X= DJ V (3y,z(X = [Y[Z]) Il nat(Y) Il natlist(Z)) 

I~ is easy to realize that, given the goal natlist(X), the program generates al! the lists wbose 

~bemebntts are O an d does not termmate. H ere are tbe atomic constraints which allow us to describe 
e a s ract properbes of the program. 

zero(X) X is bound to the constant symbol O, 

nat(X) X is bound to a term of the form sn(O), 

var(X) X is a variable, 

nil(X) X is the empt.y list O, 
list(X) X is a list, 

vnat(X) X is bound to a term of the form sn (Y) w h ere Y is a vari ab le (the constraìnt can be 
mterpreted as a type or groundness dependency: if Y ìs a natura! or is ground then x h 
the same property), ' as 

vlist(X) X is bound to a term of the form [_, _, ... [Y] where y is a variable, 

zlist(X) X is a list of O's, 

vzlist(X) X is a term of the form [0, O, ... [Y], 

X=[N[YJ denotes the corresponding concrete constraint, 

any(X) X can be anything, 

fail is the unsatifiable constraint. 

~ur conjecture is that we can use the same set of atomic constraints both for upper and lower 
pprmomatwns. Of course, the mterpretations of the constraìnts will be different M th 

operations for · t . . · oreover, e 
composmg cons ramts, w1ll in genera! have different axiorns. 

t 1t us co~~,!der tbe constraint nat(X). Its regular interpretatìon, in set theoretic terms is "the 
se o natura s an d corresponds to the usual upper approxirnation. The same constraint in' a lower 

:~:~y,m:tw~ fra:ework: can be interpret~d as "any element ofthe set ofnaturals (we don't know 
i · sdatea Y mentwned,.the operatwns on abstract constraints may sometimes be different 
n upper an . ower apprmomatwns. For example, in upper approximations nat(X) 1\ zero( X) _ 

zero( X), wh1le m lower approximations nat(X) 1\ zero( X) =fai/ since nat(X) th t X · -
natura] number possibly different from O. means a IS a 

zvli:~~;i:;~l~:;(~i\er;:t:~~:s«i)b~:~:c~a:: !~~:x~~~l:,f~~~slJ~l Il v;;( X) =1 zv/ist(~) an d 

an d then most generai common instance is stili of the form [0, O, ... b·i .. [ J are a ways umfiable 

.· In order to comp~te the ab,stract semantics of our example program we need th J; Il · 
axwms for the operatwns. ' e o owmg 

(X= [N[Y]) Il zero( N) Il zlist(Y) = zlist(X) 
(X= [N[Y]) Il zero( N) Il vzlist(Y) = vzlist(X) 
(X = (N[Y]) 1\ any(N) 11/ist(Y) = list(X) 
(X= [N[Y]) 1\ any(N) Il vlist(Y) = vlist(X) 
(X= s(Y)) 1\ nat(Y) = nat(X) 
(X= s(Y)) 1\ vnat(Y) = vnat(X) 
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In addition, we need to exploit the following 1mplications: 

zero( X) 
vnat(X) 
var(X) 

=?- nat(X) 
=?- any(X) 
=?- vzlist(X) 

var(X) 
nil(X) 

vzlist(X) 

=?- vna.t.(X) 
=> zlist(X) 
=?- vlist(X) 

nat(X) 
zlist(X) 

Ali tbe rules are correct both for upper and for lower approximations. 

=?- any(X) 
=>- z,:st(X) 

The computation of fix V p as limit of the chain Vp(..l) terminates after tbree iterations with 
fina] result: 

[zero( a)] 
fixVp(nat)= () zero o: 

[nat(a)] [ ] 
nai(a) vnai(a) 

. [n il( a l] [zlist( a l] 
fix Vp(natlzst) = nil(al :: zlìsi(a) :: [vzlist(a)] 

[list(.a )] 
lisi( a) 

For the nat predicate the abstract semantics gives us the following information: ali the solutions 
are ground an d of type natura!, if the constraìnt in the goal is consistent with X= O, then the first 
solution is X = O, if the constraint in the goal is consistent with ali the constraints of the form 
X = sn (Y), then the computation does not terminate. For the natlist predicate: all the solution 
are of type lisi, ìf the constraint in the goal is consistent with X = O, then the first solution is X = O, 
if the constraint in the goal is consistent with ali the constraints of the form X = [O, O, ... [Y], then 

ali the solutions are lists of O's, and the computation does not terminate. This is actually the 
behaviour of the given program when executed with a depth-first search strategy: if we cali the 

predicate natlist(Xl with an uninstantiated variable as atgument, the results are not ali the lists 
of naturals, but on]y lists of O's. 

Altough the only contro! feature of PROLOG supported by our semantics is the depth-first 
search strategy, it is apparent how this is the first step to handle operations like cut and negation 
as failure. For example, the abstract semantics of the above example provi cles enough information 
to determine that the goal : -nat (X), ! , (X=s (Y)) fails, an d : -not (naUist ([O, X l s (O)])) ter

minates with success. 

9 Condusion 

The first contribution of this paper is the definition of a fixpoint semantics, which models pure 
PROLOG computed answers. Based on the above semantics, we have defined a framework for the 
abstract interpretation of pure PROLOG programs. This is the first example of such a framework 
based on a bottom-up semantics, in the style of similar frameworks developed for logic programs 

l, 7]. 
·we bave shown that the approximation of the semantics of pure PROLOG progra"ms cas, 

essentially be based on domains developed for the analysis of logic programs. However we are 
confronted with two new problems, i.e. lower approx.imations and sequences approximation. 1Ne 

belìeve that upper and lower approximations are strongly related and that the solution we bave 
suggested for one specific analysis can be generalized to other applications. It is worth noting 
that this solution, based on a different set-theoretic interpretation of the same set of constraints, 
has severa! similaritìes with the two interpretations of non-determinisrn (do n't. care an d do n't 
know) in concurrent logic programming. The second new problem, i.e. tbe approximation of 
seque.nces, was alrea.dy found in the analysis of modular programs and of concurrent programs. It 
is worth noting that the class of analyses, for which our approach guarantees the termination of 
the computation of the abstract semantics, is essentially the same that was cbaracterized in [12] 
for the compositional analysis. Finally, lower approximations and the ìnformation our semantics 
provides about termination make it feasible the extension to cut, negation as failure and setof. 
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Abstract 

We define a semantic framework t.o reason about compositional properties o{ SLD-deriva
tions and their abstra.ctions (observa.bles). The fra.mework allows us to address problems such 
a.s the relation between the (top-down) operational semantics and the (bottorn-up) denota
tional semantics, the existence of a Jenotation {or a set of definite claus~s .and _theu pr~per~~: 
(compositionality w.r.t. various syntactic operators, correctness a.nd mmrmaJity). T~1s le 
us to a flexible classi:fi.cation of the observables, where we can rea.son a~out proper\1es such 
as OR-compositionality and ex:istence of abstract tran::ntwn system: Usmg a~s.tract Inter
pretation techniques to mode! abstraction allows us to state very sunple conclitwns on the 
observables which guarantee the validity of severa! generai theorems. 

Keywords: SLD-derivations, abstract semantics, compositiona.lity. 

Introduction 

Our goal is the definition of a semantic framework, which allows us t o reason aboutr propertie~ 
of SLD-derivations an d their abstractions ( observables), m the case of defimte log1c programs. Thc 
issues we want to be able to address in the frarnework are the followmg 

" the relation between the (top-down) operational semantics an d the (bottom-up) denotational 
semantics, 

~ the existence of a denotation for a set of definite clauses, 

,. the properties of the denotation ( compositionality w.r.t. varior1s syntactic operators, correct
ness and minirnality). 

Similar problems have been studied in detail for various abstractions of SLD-derivations. Com-
'd d · '" 6] partial answers were cons1dered m [10] and resultants puted answers were cons1 ere m Lo, , h 

w ere considered in [9] ( see [l] for a survey of the approach). Moreover, a framework w ere o ne 
can define denotations modeling various observables ( thus inher~tmg. the bas1c constructwns" an d 

]t ) · · [8. 7] by defining abstractions bv means ot eqmvalence relatwns. The oame resu s was glVen m . , · . · . b 
problem was tackled by [2] for CLP and by [ll], by modeling abstractwns accordmg to a stract 
interpretation theory. This means that it is possible to accommodate m the framework observables 
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which are useful for (approximate) program analysis. In this paper we build upon the idea in [2] of 
providing an algebraic characterization of the observab\es. W e extend the approach, by taking two 
basic semantics: a denotational semantics and a transition system which define SLD-derivations. 
In addition, our semantic properties are expressed as compositiona!ity propertìes. This leads us 
to a more flexible classification of the observables, where we can reason about properties such as 
OR-compositionality and existence of abstract transition system. Using abstract interpretation 
techniques to mode! abstraction allows us tostate very simple conditions on the observables which 
guarantee the validity of severa! generai theorems. 

In Section 3 we define the denotational semantics an d the transiti o n system for SLD-derivations 
in terms of four semantic operators, directly related to the syntactic structure of the language. In 
Section 3.4 we prove severa! properties of SLD-derivations. In Section 4 we define the observables 
as Galoìs Ìnsertions an d characterize two classes of observables in terms of simple properties of the 
Galois insertion and of the basic semantic operators. The first class (perfect observab/es of Sectìon 
4.4) has all the properties of SLD-derivations. In the other class, the properties are preserved only 
for the denotational semantics ( denoiaiiona/ observables of Section 4.5). 

The reconstruction of an existing semantics or the construction of a new semantics in the 
framework requires just a few very simple steps. 

i. The formalization of the property we want to mode! as a Galois insertion (a, 1) between 
SLD-derivations and the property domain. 

n. The verification of very simple algebraic properties relating (a, 1) and the basic semantic 
semantic operators on SLD-derivations, to assign the property to the right class of observ
ables. 

111. Depending on the class, we automatically obtain the new denotational semantics, transition 
system, top-down and bottom-up denotations, together with severa] interesting theorems 
(equivalence, compositionality w.r.t. the various syntactic operators, correctness and mini
mality of the denotations). 

Since i t is based on standard operational and denotational semantic definitions, the framework cari 
be adapted to other programming languages. 

2 P:relimina:ries 

In the following sections, we assume familiarity with the notions of logic programming. We 
denote by G an d B possibly empty sequences of atoms, by t, x tuples of, respectively, terms and 
disimct variables. Moreover we denote by t both the tuple an d the set of corresponding syntactic 
objects. B, B' denotes the concatenation of B and B'. The set of all atoms is denoted by Aioms 
a.nd the set of all goals is denoted by Goals. The empty goal is denoted by O. 

We consider idempotent substitutions only. Subst is the set of al! idempotent substitutions. 
Given a substitution Li E Subsi, do m ( 19) = {x l ti( x) "l x} is the domain of v an d range ( !?) = { y l 
x l v( x), y E var (ti(x))} is the range of 11. If d E Subst is a substitution andE is a syntactic 
expression, t! lE is the restriction of v to the variables var (E) of E. 

G ~ ... ~ G,., ... , (n :::: O) denotes a (partial) SLD-derivation of goal G via the leftmost 
C1 Cn 

selection rule. The derivation uses the renamed apart clauses c1, .. , c,., and v= (1? 1 ···ti n) IG is the 
computed answer substitution of G. Given a derivation d, first (d) and last (d) are rcspectively t.he 
first an d the las t goal of d. answer (d) is the computed answer substitution of d. W e denote a zero
length derivation of G by G itself. Given two derivations d and d1 su eh that last (d) = first ( d 1) = G 
an d var (d) n var (d') = var (G), d :: d' denotes the derivation obtained by concatenation of d and 
d' an d clauses (d) is the set of clauses of d. = is the equivalence modulo vari ance. 
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3 The basic framework 

In the following for the sake of simplicity we consider the PROLOG leftmost selection rule. 
All our results can be generalized to local selection rules. When we want to formahze program 
execution we must take into account, in additi an to the inference rules wh1ch spec1fy how denvatwns 
are made, the properties we observe in a computation (observables). An observable IS any property 
which can be extracted from a goal computation, i.e., observables are absiracizons of SLD-trees. W e 
assume the reader to be familiar with the notions of SLD-resolution and SLD-tree. We represent 
here, for notational convenience, SLD-trees as sets of derivations. 

!. We define a preorder :::5 on derivations: d -< d1 iff first (d) = first (d') and there exist"s a 
renaming p su eh that dp is a prefix of d'. 

ii. Let ~be the equivalence relation induced by :::S· W e denote by Deriv the _set of all derivations 
modulo~- In the following we denote the equivalence class of a denvatwn d by d Jtself and 
derivations are always intended as equivalence classes of derivations. 

iii. S ç Deriv is well-formed iff d ES implies Vd' E Deriv, d' :::S d=* d'E S. 

iv. A co/leciion D is a set of pairs (G, S) such tbat 

(a) for any (G, S) E D, S # 0 is a well-formed set of derivations starting from the goal G, 

(b) if (G1 , S!) an d (G2 , 5 2 ) are distinct elements of D then G1 l Gz. 

Definition 3,1 ][)l is the domain of al/ the collections ordered by ç, where D ç D' if and only if 

V(G, S) E D,:3(G, S') E D': S ç S'. 

The partial order on ][)l formalizes the evolution of the computation process. It is easy to prove 
that (lill, ç) is a complete lattice. 

"' 't' 3 2 Each collection where al/ ihe clauses used in derivations are in P is a repre-.r ropos1 1on . . . . 
sentation of a family of parti al SLD-trees of P. M oreover each maximal collecizon zn P zs a 
represeniation of the fami/y of al/ SLD-trees of G in P, for each goal G E Goals. 

Note that every dause c= p( t):- B of P can be viewed as the "one step" collection tree (c)= 

{(p( x), {p(x), p( x){~} B }) }, w h ere x is a tuple of new distinct variables. In the following we 

often denote the deriv"ation associateci to the clause c by c itself. Moreover every goal G can be 
viewed as the collection { ( G, { G } ) } containing the "zero step" derivation G. 

The goal we want to achieve is to develop a denotation modeling partìal SLD-trees. We follow 
the approach in [2, 1], by defining a "syntactic" semantic domain (interpretatwn). Our modelmg 
of partial SLD-trees is similar to the basic dènotati~n defined in terms of clauses m [7, 8]. . 

Note that in interpretations the variance relatwn allows us to abstract w.r.t. the vanables 
occurring in the initial goals of any collection. 

Definition 3.3 A most generai collection is a collection such that each iniiial goal is a m osi generai 
aiomic goal. 

An interpretation I is a most generai colleciion modulo variance. We denote by ll ihe sei of 
interpretations. (II, ç) is a complete lattice. 

XIx represents the (greaiesi) masi generai sub-co/leciion of any X E ][)l/=· 
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3.1 Denotational semantics of SLD-derivations 

Our algebraìc framework ìs defined by a set of semantìc operators obtained from a denotationa] 
definition of derìvatìons. We start wìth some notation. We denote the equivalence class (modulo 
variance) of a collection u by u itself. Moreover, any subset I of li ìs implìcitly considered also 
as an arbìtrary collection obtained by choosìng for each equivalence class cr E I an arbitrary 
representatìve of cr. Ali the operators that we wìll use on interpretations are independent from th~ 
eh o ice of the representatìve. Therefore we c an define any operator on IT in terms of its counterpart 
defined on JDl, independently from the choice of the representative. Ali the definitions will be 
independent from the choice of the syntactic object. To simplify the not.ation, we denote the 
corresponding operators on K and JDl by the same name. 

Severa! denotational semantics bave been defined for logic programs (see, for example, [12, 13, 
4]). The main differences w.r.t. the above definitions are that we do not consider the PROLOG 
search rule and that our denotations mode] SLD-derivations rather than just computed answers. 

We define the denotational semantics inductìvely on the following syntax oflogic programs (the 
syntactic structure of atoms is not defined). 

QUERY ::=GOAL in PROG 
GOAL::= D l ATOM, GOAL 
PROG ::= f/J l { CLAUSE} U PROG 
CLAUSE ::= ATOM :-GOAL 

We express denotations in algebraic notation. This will be useful in Section 4 for reasoning about 
the abstract denotations. The choice of the semantic operators is induced by the syntactic opera
tors, due to the compositional nature of definitions in the denotational style. The informa! meaning 
of the operators is the following. The operator · "solves" an atomic goal A into an interpretation 
I. The operator x computes the conjunction of two denotations. The operator N computes the 
denotations obtained by replacement. Finally the operator 2: computes the non-deterministic 
union of a class of denotations. Note that when the class is finite we use the infix notation +. 

Q: QUERY ~[]l, 

9 : GOAL~ (li----"' []l), 

A : ATOM __, (li__, []l), 
:P: PROG----"' (li----"' Jl), 

e: CLA.USE ~(li~ li), 

Q[G in P]= 9[G]11p:P[P] 

9[D]1 = {(D, {O})} 
9[A. G]I = A[A]I x 9[G]I 
A[A]1 =A I 
:P[f/J]1 = Idln 
:P[{c} U P]1 = e[c]1 + :P[P]1 

e [p( t):- B]1 = tree (p( t):- B) N 9[B]1 . 

In arder to define the semantic operators we first we need to define an auxiliary operation on 
derivations. Thìs operation formalizes the instantiation of a derivation. 

L ' t9~ et d= G 0 --;-;-' ... be a derivation and !et 1 be a substitution such that var (G61J n 

var (clauses (d))= 0. Then dì= Go~ ... is the max:imal derivation such that G 0 = ,, 
Gbì' and Vi > 0: 

L /i = mgu (Gi-1, G;_1 !9;) s.t. var (range (/;))n var (G;_ 1 ) ç var (G;_ 1 ), 

n. !9; = (1.9;-y;)I(A,c,) where A is the first atom in G;_ 1 and 

m. G; = G;-y;. 

Let D, D1, D2 be collections in []landA be an atom. Id is the collection of zero-length derivations 
for each goal, { (G, { G }) l G E Goals }. 
The instantiation of D with A is 

A· D= {(A, S) l S = {dì l (A', S) is a renamed a p art (from A) version of an element 
of D, d ES an d there exists 7 such that A= A'-y }, S # f/J }. 
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The produci of D 1 and D2 is 

D1 x D2 = { (G, S) l S = {d l G = (G6, G~), (G6, S') E D1, (G~, S") E D2, 

d1 = Gb ~ ... E S', d 2 E S", var ( d1 ) n var ( d2 ) = var ( G6) n var ( G~), 

and ìf exi:ts le s. t. G~ =D then d= d1 :: d,(!91 · · · !9k) else d= d', 

w bere d1 =Go~ .. is the derivai:ion ,, 

i. Go= (G6, G~), 

ii. Vi> O, G; = G;, G!9;, if tbere exists G s. t. G;-1 = G;_ 1, Gand 

GL1=/=D}, 

s # f/J}. 

The replacement of D 2 in D 1 is 

D 1 N D 2 = { (G, S) l (G, S1) E D 1 , S = S1 U {d:: d'l d E S1, (last (d), S,) is a renamed 
version of an element. in D,, d' E S, an d 
var (d) n var (d')= var (first (d'))}. 

The su m of a class {D; };Ef is 

l:{D;};EI = { (G, S) l S= U{S; l (G, S;) E D;, i E l },S=/= 0} 

In infix notati an D1 + D 2 = 2: { D1 , D 2 }. Note that D1 ç D, <=:> D1 +D, = D, an d that the /ub 
operation on (liY, ç) coincides with 2:- The operation 2: can be naturally extended to each domain 
of set of pairs w h ere the second component is a set. In the following we cali su eh an operation pair 
set union. Note that if D=: D' then A· D= A· D', because of the renaming apart property an d 
the "collecting" nature of ·. 

3.2 Operational semantics 

The operational semantics is described in terms of a transition system T = (JDl, 'J p). The rules 
of T are 

(G, 5) E D, G~ .. -~(A,G') ES, c E P, 

D C D N ((A .'~ree(c)') x { (G', {G'}) }) 
'Jp(D,D N ((A tree(c)) x {G'})) 

Tp(D1 ,DD, 'Jp(D2 ,D;) 
'Jp(D1 +D,,D~ +DD 

The initial states of T are ali the collections of SLD-derivations of zero-length, while the fin\'! 
states are all the collections of SLD-refutations. It can easily be shown that. the transition system 
T defines the usual notion of SLD-deriva.tion. Its specificity is due to the fact that we ha ve defined 
it using the sa.me semantic operators used in the denotational definition. 

Note that the fìrst transition rule can be expressed in a more genera! fashion, thus obtaining 
an equivalent transition relation, like 

D E []l, c E P, A E Atom.s, D c D w ((A· tree (c)) x Id) 
'Jp(D,D N ((A·tree(c)) X Id)) 

Since we are interested in ali the SLD-derivations of a query Gin P, we define its behavÌoT a.s 
:B[G in P]= I;{ D l 'Jf,({ (G, { G }) }, D) }where 'Jj, is the reflexìve and transitive closure of'Jp. 
As w e will see in the following ( Corollary 3. 9) the operational an d denotational semantics of each 
query are the same. 

W e defìne the equivalence of two programs P1, P2 as P1 ~ P2 <==?- VG E Goals, :13 [G in P!] = 
:13 [Gin P2]. 
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3.3 The program denotation 

We can note that the semantic function P[P] is essentially the "bottom-up" Tp operator in 
the case of derivations. Using standard techniques it can be proved that P[P] is continuous, hence 
we can define the fixpoint denotation of the program P as the interpretation F[P] = lfp P[P] = 
P[P] i w. This can be viewed as a program denotation, since it. is the semantics of the program 
as a se t of definite clauses (or a se t of procedure definitions). 

We can also define a top-down program denotation. This can be obtained by collecting the 
behaviors for ali most genera! atomi c goals, i.e., the behaviors of the procedures with no constraints 
on the inputs. The top-down SLD-deri1;ations denotation of a program P is the int.erpretation 

O[P] =L { :B[p(x) in P]/= }p(x)EGoals· 

In the following we will prove that F[P] and O[P] are equivalent. 
Now we give two definitions to relate program equivalences to denotations. Let S[P] be a 

program denotation (F[P] or O[P]) and ~be a program equivalence. Then 

i. S is correct w.r.t. ~ if S[PJ] = S[P2] ===> P 1 ~ P 2 , 

11. S is minzma/ w.r.t. ~ if P 1 ~ P 2 ===> S[P1] = S[P2]. 

3.4 Semantic properties of SLD-derivations 

. W e show that the program denotation O [P] has severa! interesting properties, which can ali be 
vzewed as compositionality properties. The first compositionalìty result is a theorem which shows 
that the semantic functìon :Bis compositional w.r.t. procedure calls (atomic goals) and composition 
( conjunction) inside goals (AND-compositionality). 

Theorem 3.4 L et A be an aio m. G1, G 2 be goa/s an d P be a program. Then 

:B[A in P]= A· O[P], 
:B[Gt, Gz in P]= :B[Gt inf] x :B[G2 in P]. 

Corollary 3.5 Let A be an atom, G be a goal an d P be a program. Then 1l [D in P] = { (D, {O}) } 
and :B[A, Gin P]= A· O[P] x :B[G in P]. 

The above closure property of O w.r.t. 1l allows us to show that the denotation O is correct 
and minima! w.r.t. ::::;, 

Corollary 3.6 Lei P1, P2 be two programs. Then P 1 ::::; P2 {=} O[P1] = O[P2]. 

By using the replacement operator we can define an operator ltJ which computes the OR-compo
sition of two denotations. N amely D1 ttJ D2 = -[ D 1 + D 2 ] where -[D] is the least solution of the 
equation -[D] = Id In+ L {-[D] N ((A· D) x Id)} AEAtoms. The following theorem shows the next 
compositionality property. Namely, O[P] is compositional w.r.t. U (OR-compositionality). 

Theorem 3. 7 Let P1, P2 be programs. Then O[P1 U P2] = O[P1] ttJ O[P2]. 

The top-down and the bottom"UP denotations are indeed equivalent. 

Theorem 3.8 Let P be a program. Then O[P] = F[P]. 

The next theorem states the equivalence between the denotational and the operational semantics. 

Corollary 3.9 L et G be a goal an d P be a program.. Then Q[G in P]= :B [G in P]. 

4 
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The abstraction f:ramework 

The properties we found for O an d F allow us to claim that w e ha ve a good denotation modeling 
SLD-derivations. Our goal however is to find the same results for the denotations modeling more 
abstract observables. We want then to develop a theory according to which the semantic properties 
of SLD-derivations shown in subsection 3.1 are inherited by the denotations which mode! abstrac
tions of the SLD-derivations. W e will mode! the abstractions by using the Abstract Interpretation 
theory [3]. 

4.1 Galois Insertions and Abstract Interpretation 

A bstract Interpretation is a theory developed to reason about the abstraction relation between 
two different semantics. The theory requires the two semantics to be defined on domains which are 
complete lattices. (C, ::S) (concrete domain) is the domain of the concrete semantics, while (A, ::;) 
(abstract domain) is the domain of the abstract semantics. The partial order relations reflect an 
approximation relation. The two domains are related by a pair of functions a ( abstractìon) an d ì 
( concretization), which forma Galois Insertion. 

Definition 4.1 (Galois Insertion) Let (C, ::S) be the concrete domain and (A,::;) be the abstract 
doma in. A Galois insertion is a pair of maps a : C- A and ì : A -+ C such that 

'- a and ì are m.onotonic, 

"· V x E C, x ::S (ì o a)(x) an d Vy E A, (a o ì)(y) = y. 

Given a Galois Insertion between the concrete and the abstract domain and a concrete seman
tics, we want to define an abstract semantics. The concrete semantics is the least fixpoint of a 
semantic function F : C-+ C. The abstract semantic function F : A - A is correct if V x E C, 
F(x)::::; ì(F(a(x))). The same property holds for the least fixpoints of F and F F is in turn 
defined as composition of "primitive" operators. Let f : cn -+ C be one such an operator and 
assume that j is its abstract counterpart. Then J is locally cor-rect w.r.t. f if Vx1, .... Xn E C, 
f(xl, ... , Xn) ::S ì(i(a(x1 ), ... , a(xn))). The !oca! correctness of all the primitive operators im
plies the global correctness. Hence, we can define an abstract semantics by defining locally correct 
abstract primitive semantic functions. An abstract computation is then related to the concrete 
computation, simply by replacing the concrete operators by the corresponding abstract operators. 
According to the theory, for each operator f, t h ere exists an optimal ( most precise) locally corre et 
abstract operator l defined as j(y1, ... , Yn) = a(f(J(yt), ... , ì(Yn))). However the composition of 
optimal operators is not necessarily optimal. 

The abstract interpretation theory allows us to mode! the approximation process which is 
typically involved in program analysis. In this paper we are only concerned with different semantics 
an d therefore we look for precise abstractions. The abstract operator l is precise if Vx 1 , ... , X n E 
C, a(J(xt, ... , Xn)) = ](a(xt), ... , a(xn)). Hence the optimal abstract operator j is precise if and 
only ifa (t( xl, ... , X n)) = a(!(( ì o a )x t, ... , (ì o a )x n)). So the precision of the optimal abstract 
operators c an be reformnlated in terrns of properties of a, ì an d the corresponding concrete 
operator. The above definitions are naturally extended to "primitive" semantic operators from 
9"(C) to C. 

4.2 The observables 

An observable property domain is a set of properties of the derivation with an ordering relation 
which can be viewed as an approximation structure. An observation consists in looking at an 
SLD-derivation, and then extracting some property (abstraction). Our concrete domain [lJ is 
then the domain of ali the cell~t~vns. W e have already shown that (][JJ, ç) is a compete lattice. 
Therefore the observable is a function from [lJ to a suitable property domain D, which preserves 
the approximation structure. Such a function must be a Galois connection. 
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Definition 4.2 L et (TJ, S.) be a complete lattice. A function a : [ll ~ TJ is an ~bser_--:a_ble if theTe 
exists ì s. t. ( ct, ì) : (lD>, ç) -+ (TJ, S.) is a Galois insertion an d \f D, D' E IIJl, D = D' -=* ì( cx(D)) = 
ì(ct(D')). - .. ··-··-

The last conditi o n states thai the observation does not depend on the choice of the variable names. 
Hence we can define an abstract variance relation ~ as 8 ~ 8' -=* ì(S) = ì(S'). Note that in 
the following if there exists a bijective Galois connection between two domains, we identify them. 

Each observable ex induces an observational equivalence ~" on programs. Namely P 1 ·;,~ P2 

iff lfy_E Goals, ex (1l[G in P1]) = a (1l[G in P2]), i.e., if P1 and P 2 cannot be distinguished 
by looking at their abstract behaviors. Note that whenever we have two equivalent observables, 
the induced equivalences on programs are the same, but the converse does not hold. For example 
P1 ~ P2 iff P1 = P2. Therefore, the equivalence on programs induced by the SLD-derivations 
semantics is the same as the syntactical equivalence on programs (variance). However, we can 
observe much more p_rop~rties in SLD-derivations than in programs. 

Example 4.3 If ç denotes computed answer substitutions we can take D= .07'( Goals x .'Ji'(Subst)) 
as abstract domain an d define ( é;, ç.,) : ]]) -+ TJ as 

ç(D) = { (G, e) l (G, S) E D, e= {v l G ~ .. ~D E 8 and v= (v1 · vn)IG }, e i 0 }. 
C1 Cn 

é;,(X) = { (G, S) IS = {d l first (d)= G, last (d)= D, (G, e) E X, 
answer (d) E e} U {d l first (d)= G.last (d) i D}, 8 i 0 }. 

It is easy to see that P1 "'E P2 iff for any goal G, G has the same computed answer substitutions 
in P1 and in P2. !ll 

4.3 From the observables to the abstract semantics 

Once we h ave an observable a : IIJl-+ TJ, we want to systematically derive the abstract semantics. 
The idea is t.o define tbe optimal abstract versions of the various semantic operators an d tben check 
under which conditions (on the observable) we obtain the optimal abstract semantics. Tbis will 
allow us to identify some interesting classes of observables. We start by defìning tbe optimal 
abstract counterparts of the basic operators defined on l!. Hence \fS, 8 1 , S2 , S; E TJ 

• t{S; }iEJ = a(I::{ ì(S;) };EJ), 

o A~ S = cx(A · ì(S)), 

• 81 x 82 = cx(ì(SI) x ì(S2)), 

• S'l N 82 = ct(ì(Sl) N ì(S2)). 

Once we have the optimal abstract operators, we can define the corresponding abstract semantics, 
obtained from the denotational and operational semantics of SLD-derivations by replacing the 
basic sernantic operators by their optimal abstract versions. 

Q"[G in P]= 9"[G]Ifp:P,[P] 
9a[D]5 = a({D}) 
9"[A, G]5 = Aa[A]5 x 9a[G]5 
Aa[A]5 = A78 

:1'"[0]5 = a(Idlx) 
:P"[{c} U P]5 = t:a[c] 5 + Pa[P]5 

t:a[p(t) :- B]5 = cx(tree (p( t):- B)) N 9"[B]5 , 

Fa[ P]= lfp :P"[P] = :P"[P] l w. 

8 E: TJ, c E P, A E Atoms, 8 < 8 N ((A~ a(tree (c))) x ex(! d)) 
TP,a (8, 8 N ((K a(tree (c))) x ex(! d))) 

Tpa(Sl,SD, TP,a(82,8~) 
TP,a(S! + 82, s; + S~) 
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1la[G in P]= (t { S l T?,a (a( { G} ), S)}) j;§ 

C\,[P] = t { 1la[p(x) in P] }p(x)E Goal' 

''Ve are looking for conditions which guarant.ee tbat this definition does not lead to a loss of 
preciswn. 

4.4 Perfect observables 

The first class of observables we consider is the class of observables for which both the abstract 
denotational and the abstract operational semantics are as precise as possible. As a consequence, 
we can equi\'alently compute the abstract property in a top-down and in a bott.om-up way, by 
mimicking the concrete computations. 

Definition 4,4 Let a : ]])-+ D be an observable. Then a is a perfect observable if 

t. cx(I::{D;};EJ) = cx(L,:{(ìoct)D; };EJ), 

n. cx(A ·D)= cx(A · (ì o cx)D), 

"'· a(D1 x D2) = cx((ì' o a)D1 x (ì o cx)D2), 

iv. a(D1 N D 2) = a((ì o cx)D1 N (ì o cx)D2). 

Exam.ple 4.5 \'Ve consider the compuied resultants observable defìned by 

x(D) = { (G, R) l R= { Gf! ,_ B l (G, S) E D, G~ .. ~BE S,v = (191· tin) IG}, 

R i 0}. 
x,(X) = { (G, S) IS = wf ( {d l first (d)= G, (G, R) E X, Gt! +- last (d) E R, 

v= answer (d)}), R i(/)}. 

wbere wf (S) is the (greatest) well-formed subset of any S ~ Deriv. It is easy to show that X and 
x, satisfy the conditions of Definition 4.4. Hence computed resultants are a perfect observable. 
The ~. N and x operations are 

A ~x= {(A, R) l R = {(A+- B)v l (H, R') is a renamed apart element of X, H<- B E R', 
there exists ì s. t. A= Hì and v= mgu (A, H')}, R i 0 }, 

X 1 x X 2 = { (G, R) l R = { ((G~, G;) ,_ B)v l G = (G1, G2), (G1, R1) E X1, 
(G2, R1) E X2, r1 = G~ ,_ B1 E R1, r2 = G~ ,_ B2 E R2, 
var (r1) n var (r2 ) ~ var (G1) n var (G2) an d if B1 i D then 
v= mgu (G~, G 1) and B = (B 1, G 2) else B = B2 and 
v= mgu ((G1 , G2), (G;, G~))}, R i 0 }, 

X1 M X2 = { (G, R) l (G, R1) E X1, R = Rt U { (G'""" G3)v l r1 = G' +- G2 E R1, 
(G2, R 2) E .X2, •2 = GS +- G3 E R2, var (rl) n var (r2) = var (G2), 
v= mgu (G2, Gj)} }. 

while the optima] t operation turns out to be pair set union. 

Another interesting observable whicb can be proved to be perfect is the proof trees observable, 
whose corresponding derivation is the Heyting semantics in [15, 14]. 

Note that there exist observables which are not perfect. For example, the observable ç of 
example 4.3 is no t a perfect observable, sin ce the axiom ( 4.4.iv) does not hold. 

The following theorems show that the abstract dènotational semantics, the bottom-up denota
tìon and the abstract transition relation are precise. 
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Theorem 4.6 Let o: :DJ~ D b" a perfect observable, c be a clause, A be an ai.om, G be a goal 
and P be a program. Then 

o:(A[A]r) = Aa[ALciJ 
o:(9[G]I) = 9a[G]a(I) 
o:(e[c]I) = ea[c]a(I) 
o:(:P[P]I) = :Pa[P]a(I) 
:P" [P] is continv,ov,s an 1J 
o:(F[P]) = Fa[P] 
o:(Q[G in P]) = Qa[G in P]. 

Theorem 4.7 Let o: :[]l--;- D be a perfect observable and P be a program. Then \ID, D' E []l, 

T p( D, D') {==? T P,a(o:(D), o:(D')). 

We show now thaL all the properties of SLD-derivations stated in Section 3.2 hold for the abstract 
top-down denotation for any perfcct observable as well. Finally we can prove the equivalences 
between the denota.tional and the operational semantics on one side, and between the top-down 
and bottom-up denotations on the other side. 

Corollary 4.8 Let o:: []l~ 1J be a perfeci observable, A be an aiom, G, GL Gz be goals and P, 
P1 , P2 be programs. Then 

'Ba[A in P]= A~ Oa[P], 
'Ba[Gl, G2 in P]= 'Ba[Gl in P] x 'B"[G2 in P], 
'Ba[D in P]= o:({ D}), 
'Ba[A, Gin P]= A~ Oa[P] x 'Ba[G in P], 
P1 >:;;"' P2 {==? Oa[Pl] = O"'[P2]. 

In arder to express the abstract OR-compositionality we ha.ve to define also the t±ior::erator as 
51 t±! 52 = -[51 +52 }f w h ere -[ 5}} is the lea.st solution of the equation -[ 5}} = o: (I d l]) + I: { -[ 5}} M 
((A~ 5) X o:(Id)) }AEAtom'· 

Theorem 4.9 Let o: : []l ~ 1J be a pcrfect observab/e, c be a clause an d P, P 1 , P2 be programs. 
Then Oa[PI U P2] = Oa[Pl] t±! Oa[PI], 

Corollary 4.10 Let o: :[]l--;- D be a perfeci observable, G be a goal and P be a program. Then 
o:('B[G in P])= 'Ba[G in P] and o:(O[P]) = Oa[P]. 

Corollary 4.11 Lei o: : ID• ~ 1J be a perfect obscrvable, G be a goal and P be a program. Then 
Oa[P] = Fa[P] and Qa[G in P]= 'Ba[G in P]. 

There are severa! examples of observables for which w is not precise (far example, as already 
mentioned, computed answers). W e c an still try to define the semantics by choosing the optimal 
abstractions for an upper leve! sema.ntic operation. In the denotational semantics, the operator w 
is only used to define the semantic function e. W e obtain a new class of ohservables by taking the 
optimal abstraction e. 

4.5 Denotational observables 

To define a denota.tional observable we relax the optimality conditi an of a.xiom ( 4.4.iv) an d ad
mit a w operator which is not precise. Hence every perfect observable is a denotationa.l observable, 
but the converse does not hold. 

Definition 4.12 Let o:: []l-;- 1J be an observable. Then o: is a denotationa.l observable if 

i. o:(I: {D; hu) = o:(I: { (ì o o: )D; ho), 

------------------------------·-----
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zz. o:(A. D)= o:(A · (-y o o:)D), 

zzz. a(D1 x D2) = o:((l o a)D1 x (J o o:)D2). 

zv. o:(D1 M D2) = o:(D1 M (J o o:)Dz). 

The following theorem shows that under these conditions we can just replace e"' by the optimal 
a.bstraction e of e to make the definition precise. e[c] = 0: o e[c] o J· 

Theorem 4.13 Lei a be a denotational observa.ble. Then o:(e[c]1 ) = e[c]a(I)· 

As a consequence the abstract denotational semantics and bottorn-up denotation are precise. In 
particular .Fa[P] = o:(O[P]). Hence Fa is correct and minima] w.r.t. a. 

Example 4.14 We show now how to reconstruct the s-semantics [5, 6] by means ofthe observable 
( of example 4.3. We can prove that ( is ingeed a denotationa.l observable, since the co~dition 
(4.12.iv) now holds. The abstract operation I: turns aut to be pair set union while ~· and X are: 

A~ X = { (A, e) l e = { 1'! l (H, e') is a renamed apart versi an of an element in X, 1'!' E e', 31 
s.t. A= H1 and 1'! = mgu(A,H'I'J')IA }, e =f 0}, 

X 1 x X 2 = { (G, e) l e= { 1'! l G = (G1, G2), (G1, el) E X1, (G2, e2) E Xz, 131 E e1, 
13 2 E e 2, var (131) n var (132) ç var (G1) n var (G2) and 
13 = mgu ((G1, G2), (G1191o G2132))1G }, e i 0 }. 

The abstract semantic function is 

e[p(t) :- B]x = { (p(x), e) l e= { 1'! l x are new variables, (A;, e;) are renamed apart 
elements of X, 13; E e; an d 17 = ( { xjt }mgu (B, 
(A!131, ... , Anvn)))lx }, e i 0}. 

The abstraction of the top-down denotation 

is isomorphic to the top-down definition of the s-semantics 0-' [P]. It is easy to see that it is 
just a matter of representation. In the s-semantics case the substitution is simply applied to the 
generai atom, while in our case is not. The same isomorphism holds between the a.bstract semantic 
function 

Pç[P]x = {(p( x), e) l e= {v l3p(t) :- B1, ... , Bn E P, x are new variables, (A;, e;) 
are rena.med a p art elements of X, v; E e; 13 = ( {x/t }17') lx an d 
13'=mgu((Bl,·· ,Bn),(A1131,···,An13n))},ei0}. 

and the immediate consequences operator of the s-semantics. From Theorern 4.11 an d 4.8 we can 
derive the usual properties of the s-sernantics, namely that .Fç[P] is correct and minimal w.r.t. 
computed answers and that the a.nswers computed for any goal can be obta.ined from the answers 
cornputed for the most genera! atomi c goals. The proof of the sa.me results, using classica! methods 
[5], is much h arder. !'l 

5 Condusions and Future Vvork 

The main feature of our construction is that we ha ve now a powerful framework w h ere we can 
easily reason about operational properties of definite logic progra.ms. 

The averai! construction has severa] similarities with the abstract interpretation frameworks, 
which were one of the sources of inspiration. The main difference has to do with the fact that we 
are concerned with abstra.ctions which are not only correct but also precise. As a consequence we 
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don 't h ave to worry about the design of good abstract operators, sin ce we always automatically 
obtain the best opcrators. A second peculiarity of our framework is that we handle a denotational 
and operational semantics in an uniform way. This allows us to rcason about the relation between 
the two definitions. 

·we are currently working on an extension of the framework, where we relax the requirement 
about precision by moving to the standard notion of correct approximation. This will allow us to 
accommodate abstract semantics useful for program analysis. Our extended algebraic framework 
will allow us to discuss various issues related to the definition of abstract domains useful for program 
analysis, by providing the tools for formally comparing top-down and bottom-up analyses. 

VVe are currently studying other classes of observables, where the conditions on the operators 
:L,. and x are not satisfied. This is typically the case in observables used in program analysis. For 
example, the ahstract version of L is often forced to loose precision in order to achieve termination. 
We are also considering the properties of those observables which are obtained by compositìon of 
observables of different classes. 
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and Gurevich, to encode an inclusive interpretation of disjunctive lmowledge 

in logic knowledge-bases. In this paper, we enrich this reasoning principle 

by providing a iìxpoint semantics which forms the basis for an operational 

reconstruction bf curbing. Furthermore; some complexity-theoretic results 

indicating the hardness of implementing the curbing principle are included. 

Keywords: Artifìcial Intelligence, Semantics, Disjunctive programming, Fixpoint 

Semantics, Complexity. 

l Introduction 

·Sin ce the dawn of computer an d information science, t h ere has been a great 

interest towards formalisms capable of encoding signifìcant fragments of "common
sense reasoning". 

Today we know that this is a very difficult task to taclde in general. 

However, some interesting directions have been singled out by researchers to attack 

thìs problem. Among them, one of the most promising seems to be that of indiYid

uating and solving some "kernel" problems characterizing most complex reasoning 

schemes of human beings. 

In particular, non-monotonic kinds of reasoning, i.e., reasoning schemes where 

new knowledge coming into the attention of the reasoning agent could ca"use some 
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prevìous knowledge to be ìnvalìdated, plays a centrai role in the way humans mode! 

and reason about the world. The ìmportance of this latter problem is also witnessed 

by many proposals of formalisms for encoding non-monotonic reasoning tasks among 

them modallogics [7, 8, 5, 10], default logic [9], and cìrcumscrìption [6] (see [2, 3] 

for more o n this). 

Curbing is a non-monotonic principle recently introduced by Eiter, Gottlob and 

Gurevich [1]. It manipulates knowledge formalized as a CNF the.ory (i.e., propo

sitional theories in Conjunctive Norma! Form) and is centered (unlike, e.g., the 

widely utilized circumscription principle) on the idea of treating disjunction in an 

inclusive (and careful) fashion. The authors of [l] argue that for severa! reasoning 

tasks, this approach. is advantageous over the traditional ones based on exdusive (or 

"minima!") interpretation of disjunctions. 

The aim of this paper is to give a two-fold contribution in this framework. 

First, the formai settings of the curbing principle is enriched by defining à fixpoint 

operator which forms the basis for a operational reconstruction of the semantics 

associateci with the principle ( called good mode! semantics [l]). Indeed we prove the 

operator to be continuos an d the least fixpoint ( which thereby exìsts) to coincide 

with the set of the good models of the given theory. 

Second, a contribution to the problem of determing the exact theoretic complexìty 

of curbing is given. Indeed, it is conjectured in [l] that checking a mode! of a given 

theory T for membership in the set of good models of T is hard for PSPACE. A t the 

inoment, however, this conjecture has not yet been proved and indeed this problem 

seems to be very difficult to attack in the generai setting. Here, we study a restricted 

instance of this problem, by limiting ourselves to considering Krom input theories. 

In particular, we prove that the task of testing a mode! for membership to the set 

of good models of a Krom theory belongs to I:f. 
The plan of the paper is as follows. In the next section we present syntax and 

curbing serilantics for propositional theories. In Section 3 we define the fixpoint 

semantics for curbing. In Section 4 some theoretic-complexity results about curbing 

are reported. 

2 Curbing theories 

The section recalls the basic concepts concerning curbing theories proposed by Eiter 

at al. in [1]. Syntax of theories is gìven first; then the semantics, based on the 

notion of good mode!, is gìven. 

Let a set V of propositional variables be given. An atom is an element a E V. A 
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clause (or rule) r is 

n 2': l, k 2': O 

where a1, ··.,an, bb ... , bk are atoms. a1 V··· V an is called the head of r, while the 

conjunction b1 & · · · & bk is its body. A (propositional) theory is a finite set T of 

clauses. 

An interpretation is a subset of V. An atom a is true w.r.t. an interpretation I if 

a E I; otherwise it is false. A rule is satisfied (or is true) w.r.t. I if its head is true 

(i.e., some atom in the head is true) or its body is false w.r.t. I (at least one atom 

in the body is false). An interpretation I is a mode! for a theory T if it satisfies ali 

rules in T. 

According with the curbing proposal [l], the semantics of a theory T is given by 

the set of its good models. 

Definition l Let T be a theory an d m a m od el for T. m is a good model for T if 

either: 

1. m is a minima! mode! for T, or 

2. let m1, ... , mk be al! the good models properly inCZuded in m; then there exists 

no other m od el n (n f. m) for T such that: 

(a) m1 U ... U mk ç;;; n, and 

(b) n ç;;; m. 

Definition 2 For any theory T, GOODT denotes the set of al! its good models. 

Example l The following example is from [1]. 

Suppose you have invited some friends to a party. You know for certain that one 

of Alice ( denoted by the proposition letter "a"), Bob denoted by "b"), and Chris 

(~enoted by "c") will come, but you don't know whether Doug (denoted by "d") ' 

wlll come. You know in addition the following habits of your friends. If Alice and 

Bob go to a party, then Chris or Doug will also go; if Bob and Chris go, then Alice 

or Doug will go. Furthermore, if Alice and Chris go, then Bob will also go. This is 

represented by the following theory T1: 

{aVbVc, 

a & b-+ cV d, 

b & c-+ a V d, 

a&c---+b} 



Now what can you say about who will come to the party? Circumscription yields 

the minima] models {a}, { b}, an d {c}, which interpret the clause a Vb V c exclusively 

in the sense that i t is minimally satisfied. However, t h ere are other plausible (good) 

models. For example, {a, b, c}, resulting, for instance, by combining {a.} an d { b} 

denotes the plausible situation that both Alice and Bob and Chris will come to the 

party. This mode] embodies an inclusive interpretation of a and b within a V b V c, 

an d i t is also minima] in this respect. {a, b, d} is another m o del with this. property. 

Similarly, { b, c, d} is a minima] m o del for an inclusive interpretation of b an d c. The 

models {a, d}, { b, d}. an d {c, d} are no t plausible, however, sin ce a scenario in which 

Doug and only one of Alice, Bob or Chris are present does not seem well-supported. 

3 A fixpoint sernantics for curbing 

In this section we shall define a fixpoint semantics for curbing of a theory T. In 

particular, we shall define an operator, called GMT, whichtakes a family of inter

pretations as the input and returns a new family of interpretations. The operator 

will be proved continuous and its least fixpoint will be shown to coincide with the 

family of all good models of the input theory. 

We introduce a number of concepts first. We assume that a theory T has been 

fixed. Consider the Herbrand Base By of the theory at hand. An interyreta.tion for 

T is any subset of By. Consider the structure (2 2BT, <;:;), where 22BT is the set of all 

families of Herbrand interpretations of T and ç; is the usual set-theoretic inclusion. 

Then we have: 

Fact l (22BT, <;:;) is a complete lattice, with 0 as the bottom element (denoted l:) 

an d 2BT a.s the top element ( denoted T). 

Definition 3 Let F E 22BT. Then next(F) is a. a new family defined a.s follows: 

next(F) = {Il U Iz l J1, J2 E F} 

Observe that F ç; next(F), as every elementI E F is in next(F) (one can choose 

I1 = Iz = 1). 

Definition 4 Far a.ny theory T, Niy denotes the set of ìts minima! Herbmnd mod

e/s. 

We are now ready to define the immediate consequence operator for good models. 
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Definition 5 Let F be a fa.mìly of interpretatìons for T. Then the mapping 

is defined a.s follows: 

GMy(F) = U MYui 1 

!Enext(F) 

Example 2 Consider the theory T1 of example l. Then we have: 

Fo = GMyi (0) = My, = {{a}, {b}, {c} } 

since next(0) = 0. If we apply the Gl\1y, ORerator to the family F0 of good models 

computed so far, we get: 

next( Fo) = { {a}, { b}, {c}, {a, b}, {a, c}, { b, c}}, 

and, therefore: 

Gl\1y, (Fo) = UrEnext(Fo) MY,ui = { {a}, { b }, {c}, {a, b, c}, {a, b, d}, { b, c, d} 

The following result proves the continuity of the GMy mapping over the complete 
lattj~e (2 2BT, <;:;). --- · --

Theorem l GMT ìs continuous. 

Pmof. We have to prove that for any directed subset X in the structure (22 BT, <;:;), we 

have that GMy(lub(X)) = lub(GMy(X)). Preliminarly observe that {I1 , ... , In} ç; 
lub(X) if and only if {11, ... , In} ç I for some I E X. Then we bave: 

m E GMy(lub(X)) {===} 

m E MYui for some I E next(lub(X)) {===} 

m E MYui for some 1 =h U I 2 such that I 1 , 12 E lub(X) 

It follows from the observatio~ above that {11 ,I2 } ç Ifor some I E X. Thus, we 

can resume the previous chain of equivalences and obtain: 

m E MYui for some 1 E next(I),I E X {===} 

This completes the proof. O 

m E GMy(I) {===} 

m E lub(GMy(X)) 

1 N ate that I is seen as a se t of uni t clauses h ere. 
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Since GMr is continuous, it has a least fixpoint, where the closure ordina! is bound 
by w ( the first limi t ordina!). More formally, w e inductively define the ordina! powers 
of the Gl\lly mapping as follows (cf. [4]): 

GMr T o= .l 

GMr T n+ l= GMr(GMy T n), where n is a successor ordina! 

Gl\llr T a= lub( { GMr T .B l {3 < a}), where a is a limi t ordina! 

Then it follows from Theorem l that 

lfp(GMr) = GMr T w 

where lfp(GMr) denotes the least fixpoint of the GMy mapping. 
We are now ready to prove that lfp(GMr) is in fact equa! to the set of all good 

models of T. We need some preliminary results first. 

Lemma l Let T1 and T2 two theories such that T1 ç T2. Then 'im2 E Mr, ::lm1 E 

Mr, such that m1 ç m2. 

Proof. Note that each mode! m 2 belonging to .My2 is also a mode! for T1. Then. 
each m2 contains a minima! model for T1. D 

Lemma 2 Let m 1 , m 2 , ... , mn be a set of good models for the theory T. Then 

1\1 = Mrum1 um 2 u ... Umn is a set of good models for T. 

Proof. It's easy to see that the models of TU m1 U m2 U ... U mn are al! and only 
those models of T which include m1 U m2 U ... U mw On the other hand, if m E 1\1, 
by the minimality of m, there exists no other model m' of TU m1 U m2 U ... U mn 
such that m' ç m. Then, since m1, m 2 , ..• , mn are good models, by Definition l m 
is a good model too. D 

Lemma 3 Lei m1 , m 2 , ... , mn be a set of good models and i a fixed index in the 
range l, ... , n. If mu = Uj=l, ... ,nmj denotes the union of the above models, 1n 
denotes the same union but m; and M = JUru-m, then 

/vlrumu ç U MTumum; 
mEM 
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Proof. Let m' E M rum". Sin ce m ç mu, by Lemma l i t follows that 3nì E M su eh 
that 1'h ç m'. As m' E Mrumu we have also m; ç mu ç m' then m U m; ç m'. 
On the other hand, as m ç m, we have also mu ç m u m; and therefore, again by 
Lemma l, 'im E Mrumum; 3m" E MTumu such that m" ç m. Now we hav~: m' is 
a mode! of T and includes m U m;, thus it's also a mode! of TU m U m; and should 
be a superset of some minima! mode! m of such theory. Then m' ;2 m ;2 m" and, 
by the minimality of m1 and m", we have m'= m"= m. D 

Theorem2 lfp(GMr) = GOODr. 

Proof. It follows immediatelyfrom Lemma 2 that lfp(GMr) ç GOODy. Thus we 
have only to prove that al! the good models of T are included in lfp(GMr). 

First we inductively define the level of a good model m, which will be denoted by 
lev(m): 

l. if mis a minima! mode! of T then lev(m) =O; 

2. if m1 , m2, ... , mn are all the good models included in m, with maxi{lev(m;)} = 
k, then lev(m) = k +l. 

Now, let m be a good mode! for T. We proceed by induction on lev(m). 

Basis, for lev(m) = O. In this case, m belongs to the set of minima! Herbrand 
models Mru0 which is equa! to GMr l O. 

Induction. Assume the result holds for lev(m) = k. Let lev(m) = k +l. 
Let m1, m2, ... , mn be the set of all good models included in m ordered such that 
lev(m1) :S: lev(m2) :S: ... :S: lev(mn). Therefore, lev(mn) = k. 

Clearly, m E Mrum1 um2 u ... umn· Now, let 1'vf = Mrum1 um2 u ... umn_1 • By Lemma 3 we 
get: Mrum1 um2 U ... Umn ç UmEM Mrumumn 

We proceed by showing that {m, mn} ç lfp(GMr). In such a case, in fact, there 
would exist an ordina! t such that {m, mn} ç GMr l t. Thus we would obtain that 
m u mn E next(GMr T t) and, ·therefore, .A·1rumUmn ç GMT T t+ l and, finally, 
MTumumn ç lfp(GMT), which would dose the proof. 

To show that {m, mn} ç lfp(GMr) we have to consider to cases: 

l. maxi=l, ... ,n-d le v( m;)} :S: k - l 

2. maxi=l, ... ,n-d le v( m;)} :S: k 
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Cast 1. Then both every m E M and mn should be good models and their levels 

are less than or equa] to k. Then, by induction, {rr;,.mn} ç lfp(G}..!J.y). 

Case 2. Notice tha.t, in this case, lev(r'h) = k +l. However, m conta.ins only 

n - l good models. Therefore, by iterating the same argument used above n - l 

more times at most, we obtain the result. This completes the proof. D 

4 Complexity Issues 
' 1_\;:.·Afi::'~ 

Given a mode] 1\1 f9r a. theory T, verifying whether Jì!f is a. go od m o del for T is a 

very difficult task; this task is indeed suspected to be complete for PSPACE. 

The a.im of this section is to investigate whether imposing some syntactic restric

tions on the theory T allows to decrease the complexity of this task. Y..Je focus our 

attention on Krom Theories, theories where each cla.use contains a.t most two liter

a.ls. This syntactic restriction yields curb theories where the a.llowed cla.uses either 

have an empty body a.nd conta.in one or two a.toms in the hea.d, or ha.ve one a.tom 

in the body a.nd one in the hea.d. For instance, the theory {a V b, a -t b, b ~ a} is 

Krom. 

The main theorem of this section proves tha.t good mode] checking on a Krom 

theory is doa.ble in I;f. To this end, we provide two preliminary propositions. 

Proposition l Lei T be a Krom theory. If m 1 and mz are good models for T. t/un 

m 1 U m 2 is a go od mode l for T. 

Pro o f. Observe first tha.t m1 U m 2 is a. mode] for T. In the proof, l et c be a. cla.use in 

T. By hypothesis, cis satisfied by both m 1 and m 2 . Hence, either the hea.d of cis 

in m 1 or its body is not in m 1 ; the sa.me holds for m 2 too. By contra.diction, assume 

tha.t cis not sa.tisfied w.r.t. m1 U m 2 . As a. consequence we ha.ve tha.t: (i) the hea.d 

of cis false w.r.t. both m1 a.nd m 2 , a.nd, (ii) the body of cis true w.r.t. m1 or m 2 . 

Assume tha.t the body of cis true w.r.t. m1. Since the hea.d of cis false w.r.t. m1, 

m1 is no t a m o del (a. contra.diction). Therefore, m1 U m 2 is a. m o del for T. 

On the other ha.nd, it is ea.sy to verify tha.t m1 U mz is a. mode] for TU m 1 U m2, 

a.nd, in pa.rticula.r, m1 U m 2 isthe unique minimal mode] for TU m1 U mz (tha.t is 

m1 U mz E Mrum1 um2 ). Therefore, by virtue of lemma 2, m1 U mz is a. good model 
for T. D 

Note that the a.bove result does not hold for generai theories. For instance consider 

the theory T= {b & c-> a}. m1 = {b} and m 2 ={c} are models for T, but their 

uni o n { b, c} is no t. 

As a consequence of the above proposition, we derive the following result. 
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Propositìon 2 Let T be a Krom theory and m be a good mode/ for T. Then, there 

exists a set {m1, m2, ... mn} ofminimal modelsforT such thatm = m 1 Um2U ... rnn. 

Proof. Given a. good mode] m, let the levellev(m) of m be (inductively) defined as 

follows: (i) if mis a minimal model of T then lev(m) = O; (ii) if {m1, m 2 , .•• , mn} 

is the set of (ali) the good models included in m, then lev(m) = /;;+l, where k is 

the maximum of the levels of the m;s. 

Clearly, ea.ch good model m has associateci a positive integer which represents its 

level. Thus, we can prove the theorem by induction on lev(m ). 

Basis (le v( m) = O). Trivial, in this case, by definition l, m belongs t o the se t of 

minimal models of T. 

Induction. Let lev(m) =/;;+l. 

Let m1, m2, ... , m 9 be the set of a.ll good models included in m. By definition 

l, m is a. minima] mode! of the theory TU m 1 U m 2 U ... U m 9 . Moreover, from 

proposition l, i t follows that m= m1 U mz U ... U m 9 • On the other hand, for ea.ch 

m; (1 :::; i :::; g), m; is the union of some minima.! models of T (a.s the inductive 
1 hypothesis holds for m;, since lev(m;) :=:; k). Therefore, mis obtaina.ble as the union 

of a set of minima] models for T (we are clone). D 

\Ve are now ready to determine the complexity of good model checking for Krom 
theories. 

Theorem 3 Let T be a Krom theory and m be an interpretation for T. Checking 

whether m is a good mode l far T is in 2:f. 

Proof. From proposition 2, we ca.n recognize that m is a good model as follows. 

Guess subsets m1, m2, ... mn of m where n ::; Imi, verify tha.t: (i) each m; is a. 

minimal mode] for T, and (ii) Ul:Si:Snmi =m. The size of m 1 , m2, .. , mn is at most 

qua.dratic in Imi. It is well known that minima] model checking is in coNP (thus, 

(i) is clone by n calls to an NP 9~i!.cle). Morem~er:(ii) i~ clea;ly~ poly~omial task. 

Therefo;~, checking wheth~r m is a good mode! for T is in I;f :1 D !> 

\\\ ;:1, 
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Abstract. This paper introduces an alternative operat.ional model for constraint logic pro

grams. First. a transition systern is introduced which is used to define a tract- sernantics 

T. Next, an equivalent fixpoint semantics :F is defined: a dataflow graplt is assigned to a 
program) and a consequence operator on tuples of sets of constraints is givén \vhose least 

ftxpoint determines one set of constraints far each node of the dataf!ow graph. To prove that 
:F and T are equivalent. an intermediate top-down semantics ('l is used, which propagates a 
given set of constraints through the paths of the dataflow graph. Possible applications of :F 

(and O) are discussed: in particular. ~ts incrementality is used to define a parallel execution 

mode! far clp's based on asynchronous processors assigned to the nodes of the program graph. 
Moreover, O is used to formalize the Intermittent Assertion Method of Burstall [Bur74] far 
constraint logic programs. 

/{eywords: Constraint logic programming, fixpoint semantics, or-parallelism, temporallogic. 

l Introduction 

In this p a per a datafiow semantics for constraint logic programs (cl p 's for short) is introduced. The 

importance of ~t.aJlo:wse.Il1a_nJ~ __ is\I?~Jl:trl():WJ!' they specify the 'functioriality' of the program: 
and hence can be used to transform a program into a functional expression, preserving semantics 
èquality. Or to reason about run-tim~· prop~rti~s of ~. pr~gram d~pending on the form of the 

arguments of program atoms before an d after their call. From the practical point of view, datafiow 

semantics support efficient parallelimplementati()]lS basedon networks, where the nondeterminism 
of programs is expl~it~d: I~-thi~ p,;:per. ;;.~ ~~~~ider f;~·sin~pli~ity 'idea!' CLP systems with Prolog 

selection rule (cf. [JM94]). The extension of the results to more genera! systems is given in the 

last section of the paper. A cl p P is a set of clauses together with a goal-clause. First, a transition 

system is ìntrcìduced the configuratìons of which are pairs consisting of an annotateci sequence of 

atoms and a constraint. Then an operational semantics T is defined, which assigns to a program 

P (with goal-clause G) and a set q,· of constraints, the set of al! partial transition traces startìng 

in (G, a), with a E dJ. 
Next, a fixpoint semantics :F, equivalent to T, is ìntroduced. Its definition is based, for a 

program P, on a datafiow graph dg(P): this graph has program points as nodes. The arcs of dg(P) 

are abstractions of the transition rules w h ere configuratìons are replaced by program points. This 

graph is used to define the fixpoìnt semantics·:F of P w.r.t. a set of constraints: a consequence 

operator on tuples of sets of constraints is gìven, based on a predicate transformer Jor constraints, 

and the least fixpoint of this operator determines one set of constraints for each node of dg(P). 

We prove that :F and T are equivalent, by using a top-down semantics O, which propagates a 

given set of constraints through th~ paths of dg(P), by nìeans of the above mentioned predicate 

transformer. 
This is the first time that a fixpoint semantics for a cl p viewed as set of program points is given. 

Related work for logic programs, includes e.g. the models of Mellish [Mel87] and Nilsson [Nìl90]. 

However, they both give a fixpoìnt semantics in which the operational semantics is contained as a 

proper subset, while h ere we give an exact description of T. 
The fixpoint semantics :F (an d O) is shown to ha ve a number of interesting applications. In par

ticular, the incrementa!ity of :F is used to define an or-parallel execution mode! for clp's based on 
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asynchrOllOUS processors assigned to the no d es of the program graph. Moreover, the intermedi ate 

semantics CJ is used to formalize the Intermittent Assertion Method of Burstall [Buri4] for cip 's. 

This latter application solves at the same time a problem addressed by the Cousots' in [CC93] on 

how to formalize the Intermittent Asserti o n Method for cip 's. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The next section contains the terminology an d the 

concepts used in the sequel. In Section 3 the operational semantics is given. In Section 4 the notion 

of dataf!ow graph is introduced, which is used in Section 5 to define the dataflow semantics F. 

The equivalence of the two semantics is established in Section 6, w h ere the intermediate semantics 

is introduced. In Section ì properties of F are given. In Section 8 some possible applications are 

investigated. Finally, in Section 9 the results of this p a per are discussed. 

2 Preliminaries 

Let Var be an (enumerable) set of variables, with elements denoted by x, y, z, u, v, w. We shall 

consider the set VAR = Var U Var 0 U ... U Vark U ... , where Vark = { xk l x E Var} contains 

the so-called indexed variables (i-variables for short) of index k. These special variables will be 

used to describe the standardization apart process, which distinguishes copies of a clause variable 

which are produced a~at clause. Thus xk and xj will represent the same clause 

variable at two different calls. This technique is known as 'structure-sharing', because xk and xJ 

share the same structure, i.e. x. Far an index k an d a syntactic object E, Ek denotes the object 

obtained from E by replacing every variable x with the i-variable xk We denote by Term(VAR) 

(resp. Term(Var)) the set of terms built on VAR (resp. Var), with elements denoted by r, s, t. 

A sequence E1, ... , Ek of syntactic objects is denoted by E or (E1, ... , Ek), ( s1 = t1 1\ . . . l\ sk = 
tk) is abbreviateci by s =t, and x represents a sequence of distinct variables. 

Constraint Logic Programs 

The reader is referred to [JM94] for a detailed introduction to Constraint Logic Programming. 

Here we present only those concepts and notation that we shall need in the sequel. 

A constraint c is a (first-order) formula on Term(VAR) built from primitive constraints. We 

shall use the symbol T! both for the domain and the set of its elements. W e write T! l= c to denote 
that c is vali d in ali the models of T!. 

A constraint logic program P, sìmply called program or cip, is a (finite) set of clauses of the 

form H - A 1, ... , An ( denoted by C, D), together wì th o ne goal-c!ause .,_ B1 , ... , Bm ( denoted 

by G), where H and the A;'s and Bis are atoms buìlt on Term(\far) (primitive constraìnts are 

consìdered to be atoms as well) and H is not a constraint. Atoms which are not constraints are also 

denoted by p(s), and pred(p(s)) denotes p; fora clause C. pred(C) denotes the predicate symbol 

of its head. A clause whose body either is empty or contains only constraints is called unitary. A 
program without a goal is called pure. 

As in the standard operatìonal mode! states are consistent constraints, i.e. States ~f {c E T! 

c consistent }. States are denoted by c or a. W e use the two following operators on states: 

pus h, pop : States _, States, 

where push(a) is obtained from a by increasing the index of ali its i-variables by l, and pop(a) is 

obtained from a by first replacing every i-variable of index O with a new fresh variable, and then 

by decreasing the ìndex of all the other i-variables by l. For instance, suppose that a is equa] to 

(x1 = f(z 0
) 1\ y0 = g(x 2 )). Then push(a) is equa! to (x 2 = f(z1) 1\ y1 = g(x 3 )) and pop(a) to 

(x 0 = f(u) 1\ v= g(x1)), where u and v are new fresh variables. 
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R ((p(s)). A, a)- (B. (pop) ·A, push(a) 1\51 = t0 ), 

if C = p(t) ,..._ E is in P 
l -0 . t 

an d pus h( o:) 1\ s = t cons1sten 

S ((pop)·A,a)-+(A,pop(a)) 

c ((d)·A,o:)-+(A,al\d0 ), 

if d is a constraint 
and a 1\ d0 consistent 

Table l. Transition rules for CLP. 

3 Operational Semantics 

In Table 1 the operational behaviour ~a cip by means of a transitìon s~stem (TS) is given. 

I · (-A ) 1 ·8 a state and A is a sequence of atoms an d poss1bly of tokens of the form n a pau ,a, a 1 

pop whose use is explained below. [ 4]) b t 

The rules of TS describe the standard operational behavio~r of a cip (cf. e.g. JM9 ~ u 

for the fact that we fix a suitable standardization ~pa.rt mechamsm: In the standard _operatw~al 

t . f (C)LP every time a clause is called 1t IS renamed apart, generally usmg mdexed 
seman 1cs o , d ·r 't · 1 d th 
variables. Here if a clause is called then push is first applied to the state, an 1 1 IS re eas~ en 

0 is applied to the state. To mark the piace at which this s?ould happen the symbol pop ,1s used. 

p PM over we do not describe explicitly failure, because 1t 1s not relevant for our dataf!o'.' mode!. 
ore , .. · l f T bi l 

We write (A, a) _, (E, {3) to denote a generi c trans1t10n usmg ru es o a ~ · 

This formalization will lead to an elegant definition of the dataflow semant1cs. To refer unam

biguously to clause variables, the following assumption is used. 

Assumption 3.1 Different clauses of a program have disjoint sets of variables. 

The operational semantics of a program P :'.r.t. a. set </> of states is defined as the union over 

a E 4>, of the sets T(P, a) of parti al traces obtamed from ( G, et). 

Definition 3.2 T(P, a) is the least set T s.t. (G, a) is in T, and if T= T1 • ((A, /3)) is in T and 

(A, {3)-+ (E, "'f), then T· ((E, "Y)) is in T. . 0 

Definition 3.3 (partial trace semantics) 

T(P,l/>) ={T l TET(P,o:)andaEl/J}. 

Observe that this is a very concrete semantics: the reason is that i t is not meant ~o: the study of 

program equivalence, but for the study of run-time properties of cip 's, an d the defimtwn of models 

for parallel implementations. · 

4 A Dataflow Graph for clp's 

To define a dataflow semantics equivalent to T(P, 4>), we start by introducing a dataflow gr~ph 

associated with a clp, whose nodes are the program points ofthe program, and whose arcs descnbe 

in an abstract way the transition ru]es of Table l. 
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In logic programming program points are (often implicitfy) used to describe the operational 

observables considered. Similar e.g. to [Nil90], we view a program clause C: H+-- A 1 , ... , An as a 

sequcnce consisting alternatingly of (labels l of) program points (p p ·s for short) an d atoms, 

The labels lo an d In indicate the cntry point an d the exd pomi of C. denoted by cntry( C) an d 
respectrvely. For 1. E [1. 1;_1 and l; are called the calling point and success pomt of 

A;; denoted by cal!(A;) and success(A;), respectively. Noticé that 10 = entry(C) = caii(A 1 ) and 

ln = exzt(C) = s·uccess(An). In the sequel aiom(l) denotes the at.om of the program whose calling 

pomt rs equa! to l. For notational convenience the following assumptions are used. 

Assumption 4.1 lo, ... . In are natura! numbers ordered progressively; distinct cliwses of a pro

gram are déeorated with different pp's: the pp's form an imtial segment, say {l. 2, .. , n} of the 

natura! numbers; and l denotes the leftmost pp of the goal-clause, called the eniry poznt of the 

pTogTam.. Finally, t.o refer unambiguously to program atom occurrences, al! atoms occurring in. a 
program are supposed to be distinct. 

The following CLP(R) ([JMSY92]) program Prad is explicitly labelled with its pp's. 

G : ~ 1 pro d ( u, v) 2 

Cl :'l•\prod( [x l y], z) ··~ · 3 z=x*w prod(y, R) 

C2 ::wrod ( [ J , 1) +-- - • 

In the sequel, P denotes a program an d {l, .. , n} the set of its p p 's. Program points are used 
to define the notion of dataflow graph. 

Definition 4.2 (dataflow graph) The daiafiow graph dg(P) o/P is the pair (Nodes,Arcs) s.t. 

Nodes = {1, ... ,n} and Arcs is the subset of Nodes x Nodes s.t. (i,j) is in Arcs iffit satisfies one 
of the following conditions: 

i is ca/l(A), where A is nota constraint, j is entry(C) and pred(C)= p1·ed(A); 
i is exzt(C), j is success(A) and pred(A) = pz·ed(C); 
i is cali(A) for some constraint A an dj is success(A ). 

An element (i, j) of A.rcs is ca!! ed ( direc.ted) are [tom i io .i: o 

Arcs of dg(P) are graphical abstractions of the transiti an rules of Table l. Rule R is abstracted 
as an are from the calling point of an atom to the entry point of a clause. Rule S is abstracted as an 

are from the exit point of a clause to a success point of an atom. Finally, rule C is abstracted as an 

are fron: the calling point of a constraint to its success point. Below the dataflow graph dg(f'rod) 
of Prad Js p1ctured 

Remark 4,3 Our notion of dataflow graph differs from other graphical representati'Ons of ( c)lp's, 

mamly because of the presence m dg( P) of those arcs from exit points of clauses to success points 

of at~m~, such as the are from 5 to 2 in dg(P1·od). These arcs are crucialto obtain an exact fìxpoint 

descnptwn of the operatwnal semantics. For instance, in dg(Prod) there is one are from 5 to 5 
and one from 5 to 2, one from 6 to 2 and one from 6 to 5. 
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Remark 4A One can reiìne this defìnition by using also semantìc information. !.t. by pruning the 

arcs stemming from the first two conditions if D !=c '(s =t) i.e. if p(s) and do uol ·unify'. 

w h ere is A an d p (l) is (a vari an t of) t.he head of C. 

A path of P is a non-empty sequence of pp's forming a (directed) pat.h in dg(P). Paths are 

denot.ed by ;r, an d concai.enation of paths by ·. Moreover. paih(i, j) denotes the set of all the patbs 

from i to j, and paih(i) the set of all the paths from l to i. 

5 Dataflow S.emantics 

In this section a dataflow semantics .Ffor clp's is given, w.r.t. a given ·preconditi011 (f) which is 

associateci with the entry poi n t l of the program. This semantics determines for every n ode l of 

dg(P) a suitable set </; 1 of states. In Section 6 it will be shown that :F is equivalent to T. i.e. that 

<jJ 1 is the set of the fina] states of all partial deri\'ations, with ìnitial state in dJ. ending in l. This 

semantics describes the run-time behaviour of a clp, i.e. the form ofthe body atoms of the program 

(goal-)clauses at the momént when they are called and after their execution. The importance of 

this information is well-known: it can be used for inst.ance to determine for which class o{ goals a 

program terminates and for which class of goals the computation is sufficiently efficiem. lt will be 

shown in Sectioh 7 that :F enjoys two relevant properties: it is incrementa! and and-compositional. 

Incrementality allows us to compute the semantics of the union of two clp's P and P'. by com

puting first the semantics of one of them, say :F(P) of P, and then by using :F(P) to determine 

the semantics of their union P U pl Also, from the practical point of view, the incrementality 

of :F allows us to defìne parallel execution models of clp's based on asynchronous processors, as 

explained in Section 8. And-compositionality allows us to compute the semantics of a goal ~A. B 
from the semantics of ~A an d of ~B. 

To defìne :F, first constraints are descrìbed as prédicate t.ransformers, by lifting the transition 
rules to sets of states. Thus one can view a constraint casa map sp.c: 2 5 '"'" ~ 2States (sp stands 

for strongest postcondition) defined as follows. 

Definition 5.1 For a constraint c an d for a set dJ in 2States. 

sp.c.rf;= {ao.AcESiates l aoE</;}. o 

This definition cçmesponds to the rule C of TS. Observe that it also describes the rule R. by 

taking the constraint c to be equa! to (s1 = t 0 ). 

Sets of states are denoted by </;, V', where false stands for 0, an d ,q; for Siates \ rp. The set 

free(x)={ao l D f=ao->\ix.ao} 

ofstates will be used in the sequel, describing those stat.es w bere x is a free varia.ble. The ìntuition 

is that x is free in a state if i t éan be bound to any val ne without. affecting that state. For instance. 

y·= z is in free(x), because x does not occur in the formula. Also y = z i\ x= x is in free(x), 

because 'D f= (y = z i\ x= x)~ \ix (y = z i\ x= x). The definitions of pop and push are extended 

ih the natura] way to sets of states, where pus h(</;) is equa] t o {pus h( ao) l ao E dJ}. Analogously for 

pop( </;). It is convenient to make the following assumptions on noncunitary (goal- )clauses. 

Assumption 5,2 The body of every non-unitary clause doesnot contain two atoms with equa! 

predicate symbol; and at least one argument of its head is a variable. 

These assumptions are used to simplify the definiti an of the da.taflow semantics. Because of the 

second one, one can fix a variable-argument ofthe head of a clause C, t.hat we cali ihe characterìsizc 

variablè of C, denoted by xc. Also, a new fresh variable XG is associateci with the goal-clanse G. 
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cali ed the characterìshc variablc of G. These variables play a crucial role in the following definitions, to be explained below. 

VIle can introduce now the immediate consequence operator 1}/ on n-tuples of sets of states, defined w.r.t. a given set 0 of states associateci with the entry point of P . Fora no de J of dg(P). Jet ìnput(j) denote the set of the nodes i s.t. (i,j) is an are of dg(P). Let 'h denote the k-th projection of l[r. Because every p p is either an entry point of a clause, or a success point of an atom, it is enough to distinguish these two cases in the following definition of lfr. 
Definition 5.3 Let P be a program. The operator l[r : (2 51 " 1")'' ~ (2 51"t'·')" is defined w .r.t. a given set <jJ of states (the precondition) as follows. For W= (V'l, ... , 1/Jn): 

iJrl (1fj) = dJ; 
for k E [2, n]: 
l. if k = entry(C) tben iJrk(1f) = u 

)E1nput(k) 
w h ere p(i) is the head of C an d p(s) = atom (j); 

2. if k = success(A) an d A is no t a constraint then iJrk( 1fj) = 

where C is the clause containing A; 

u 
)Einput(k) 

3. if k = success(A) and A is a constraint then !Jrk(1fj) = sp. A.0 7/Jk_ 1. D 
Because sp. c. U; 1/J,: = U;(sp. c. ,Pi) it follows that iJr is a continuous operator on the complete lattice ( (2Statest, c;;), w h ere c;; denotes componentwise inclusion. Hence by the Knaster-Tarski theorem it basa Jeast fixpoint J.L(lfr) = U~=O iJrk(..l_), where .i stands for the ]east e]ement (0, ... , 0) of (2States )". 

Definition 5.4 (datafiow semantics) Let <P be s. t. dJ c;; -.free(x~), and <jJ c;; free( x~) for every non goal, non-unitary clause C. Then the semantics :F(P, <P) of P with respect t o <jJ is the least fixpoint J.L(lfr). 
D 

L et us comment on the above definitions. The operational intuition behind the definition of lfr can be explained using the transition syste\ll of Table l: l et A be a generi c sequence of atoms an d/ or tokens. Then in case l. entry( C) 'receives' those states obtained by applying rule R. to ( ( atom(j)) ·A, o:), for every Q E 1/Jj, for every j E input(entry(C)). In case 2. success(A.) 'receives' those states obtained by applying the rule S t o ( (pop) ·A, o:), for every o: E 7/Jj, for every j E ìnput ( success (A)). Finally, in case 3. wccess(A.) 'receives' those states obtained by applying the transition rule C to ((A.) ·A, a), for every o: E 7/'caii(A)· In Definition 5.4 the operator lfr is iterated w times starting from ..L. The characteristic variables of the program are used in case 2. of Definition 5.3, where the result is intersected with -.free( x~), an d in the two conditions in Definition 5.4. They are of crucial importance for obtaining a datafiow semantics which is equivalent to T. In fact, they are used to rule out all those paths which are not semantic, i.e. which do not describe partial traces. Informally, whenever a state is propagated through a semantic path the variable x~ is initially free (by assumption). Then, the in d ex of xc is increased an d decreased by means of the applica.tions of the pv.sh and pop operators. When Cis called, then x~. is bound (because by assumption it occurs in the head of C), hence x~ is not free. From that mornent on its index will be increased and decreased an d it will become O only if the success point of an atom of the body of C is reached. If the success point of an atom of G is reached, then x~ is not free, while for each clause C different from G, x~ is free, because either C was never called, or x~ has been replaced with a fresh variable by an application of pop. Observe that Assumptions 3.1 and 5.2, and those of Definition 5.4 are needed. 

R.emark 5.5 Notice that every program can be transformed into one satisfying Assumption 5.2. Although the transformation can modify the semantics of the origina] program (the set of pp's changes and new predicates could be introduced), it is easy to define a synt.actic transformation that allows us to recover the semantics of the origina] program. 
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An Exanrple 

We illustrate how :F is determined by computing :F(Prod, c/J), where 
, _ {( o_[] 1\ o = l) (uo = [7·]/\ xoG = l)} (w1th r· a vanable). (j)- u - xc , · 1 ·· G F · · ' . h t .· t. 1·able of Cl an d the fresh vanable XG as t 1e one or . or e\·er;, Vle choose x as c arac e!lS ,Jc var . l . k >O, we ha ve that iJrf =q,. Then in the following steps, iJrf' is notmentrone~. M~·eover, the ot 1€1 p.G8 which are omitted are assumed to be equa] to 0. The abbrenatwn s1 - s2 - · · = Sn stands r' _ 1\ 1\ 8 = 8 an d the brackets for singleton sets are omrtted. rors1~S2 ... n-1 n\ 

- i]rl = ( ul = [r]/\ x h = l/\ yo = []/\v! = zo); 
3 l [] l - l l - l) PJ = o:, where o:= (u = 1\ xG- 1\ v - · 

w? = pop(o:); o Cl 0). w:f = ( ul = [r] = [x 0]1\ x h = l/\ y0 = [] 1\ v 1 = z 0 1\ z =x "'w ' 
l]r 2 = iJr1 , fori= 3,6. , · 1 · t ) b · Observ~ that while pop(o:) is added to iJr::f, i t is not ad d ed to ifr5 (whrc 1 remams emp ·Y , ecause xo does not occur in pop(o:), hence pop(o:) intersected with -.Jree(x 0 ) y1elds the empty set. 
WP=!J!? 1 fori=2r3r4; . ~ ') 1 .2 _ ~ 1 - ,1) lfr~= {o:,;J},where,B= (u 2 =[r]=[x1]/\x(;=l/\y =[]/\v-" -X · 

- l[ri4 = ifrP, fori= 2,3,4,6; 
\1):4 - pop((3) 

. . ( "') o5b~rve that. h ere pop((3) is ad d ed to !Jrt but no t to ifrJ, because x~ do es no t occur m pop fJ · 
_ 1[!5 = l]r4 fori= 3, ... , 6; !)! 5 b i]r5 _ l[r~ = {'p~p(pop(f])), pop(o:) }. Observe that here pop(pop(.B)) is added to " 2 , ut not to 5, 

b~cause x 0 does not occur in pop(pop(;3)). 
- i]r6 = 1[!5. 

R k 5 6 I order to illustrate how to compute :F, we have assumed t_o dea! with an idea] en1ar . n d ·1 · b 1 ( f - H · CLP("') the constraint z = x * w is delaye unt1 1t ecomes me_ar c · system. owever, m '" . . 1 · 1 h [JMSY92]). In Section g we shall discuss how to modify the dataflow semant1cs to dea wrt 1 sue 
systems, and to handle this example. 

6 Equivalence of T and :F 

h · 1 f T n d;: an intermPdiate top-down semantics O is int_roduced, which To prove t e eqmva ence o a , ' - . f ropagates sets of states through the paths of dg(P) by means of the predicate trans ormer sp. PTJ · t. · t only useful to prove the above mentioned eqmvalence. It also allows us to 11s se m an 1cs IS no . . b d · S · 8 define the Burstall Intermittent Assertion Method for clp's, as w1ll be descn e m ectwn · 
In the following, \1r\ stands for the number of elements of 11'. 

l · d (P.) The nath st.rongest postcondition psp. 1r. <P of 11' w. r. t .. ' Definition 6.1 Consider a pat 1 1r m g . . r 
<P is inductively defined as follows: 

- If \1r\ = l then psp. r.. <P= 0. 
- Otherwise Jet 1r = 11'1 • (/k) where 7r1 = (/1, · · ·' lk-J). Then: _ . _1 _ 1. if lk = entry(C) and lk-l =:' call(A.), for some atom A= p(s), then psp.1r.dJ = sp. (s -

t).push(psp.1r'.<f;), where p(t) is the head of C; . ·f l s(A) and A. is nota constraint and lk-l = exzt(D), for some clause D, then 2. 1 k = succes 1 1 . . psp.1r.,P = pop(psp.1r'.<f;) n ~free( x~),. where C is the clause co0ntamm~ A; D 3. if lk = success(A), and A is a constramt, then psp.1r.<f; = sp.A · (psp.11' .rp). 

Definition 6.2 Let <jJ be s.t. q; c;; -.free(x~), and <jJ c;; free(x~) for every non goal, non-unitary 
clause C. The top-down semantics O(P, <P) ofP w. r. t. <P is the n-tuple: 

(<f;, U~Epath(2)psp.1r.<f;, · · ·, U"Epath(n)psp.1r.rp). D 
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Recall that path(i) denotes the set of all the paths of dg(P) from l to i. The operational 
intuition behind the definition of psp.7r.<j; can be illustrateci using the transition rules of T ab le 1: l 
corresponds to the applicati011 of rule R., 2. to the application of rule S an d 3. to the application of 
rule C. Then the semantics w.r.t. (]) of a node of dg(P) is tbe miion over all the paths 7r from the 
entry point of P to that n ode of the strongest post.conditions of the ;r's w.r.t. rb. The chara.ct.eristic 
variables have hcre the same functìon as in the definition of :F. 

We now show that T a.i1d :Fare equivalent. by proving tha.t T a.nd (") are isomorphic (T~ O) 
an d that :F an d O are equa!. To define the isomorphism between T a.nd O. we use a relation Rei 
rela.ting pa.rtìal tra.ces and pa.ths. 

We write con/, possibly subscripted, to dcnote a configuration (A, a) used in the rules of TS. 
The relation Rei is defined inductively o n the number of elements of a. pa.rtial trace a.s follows. 

The base case is (((p(s)) ·T a)) Rei (call(p(s)), and the induction case is as follows. Suppose that 
T 1(confl) Rel7r a.nd that T= T1 · (con/ 1 , con/ 2 ) (by definition thisimplies conf 1 - canf 2 ). Then: 

- TRelrr (entry(C)), 
if con/ 1 = ( (p(s)) ·A. a) an d C is the selected cla.use; 
T Re/71: · (success(A)), if con/ 1 = ((pop) ·A, o), where if 7r = (1 1 , .... ln).then A is s.t. 
call(A) = lk for some k E [l. n] a.nd for every B in P 

IIcall(B)I = jl,u.cteH[B)I 

with I*( B)= {j l 1-· < j::; n, lj =*(B)}, and"' is either cali or success; 
T Relrr · (svccess( d)), if con/ 1 = ((d) ·A, a). 

Informally, the isomorphìsm ~ first extra.cts from an element T= T 1 · ((A, j])) ofT its fina.! state 
8, and maps it into the 1-th component rb1 of O, where l is the last node of a pa.th rr s. t. T Rei 1r 

holds. Vice versa, ~ maps a. (J in rb1, with l E [l, n], into the parti al trace T of T s.t. T ::::: ((G. a)). T 1. 

and for some 7r in path(l), T Relrr, and {;3} = psp.rr.{a}. 

Theorem 6.3 (T~ O) Lei cb be s.i. d; ç -,jree(x~), and <P ç free(x~) far every non goal. 
nan-unitary clause C diffcrent from G. Then T(P, d;) an d O(P, ,P) are isomarphic. 

Theorem 6.4 (:F =O) .Let dJ be s.t. cb ç -,free( x~), an d <P ç free(x~) far every non goal, 
non-unitary clausc C different fmm G. Then :F(P, rf;) = O(P. <j;). 

This result ca.n be proven by sbowing that for every k 2: Q, P;k(j_) is eqùal to the unioh of the path 
strongest postconditions w.r.t. cb of ali the paths 7r which start in l and have length less or equa.! 
tha.n k. 

Corollary. 6.5 (T ~:F) Lei dJ be s. t. cb ç -,free( x~), an. d <P ç fr·ee( x~) far every non goal, 
non-unitary clause C different from G. Then :F(P, <j;) ~ T(P, rjJ ). 

7 Properties of :F 

We show here that :F enjoys some importa.nt properties, na.melv it is incrementa!. monotonic and 
a.nd-c.ompositional. Incrementa.lity is important because. for ins.ta.nc.e. it a.llows us to compute the 
semantics of the union of two clp's P a.nd P', by computing first the sema.ntics of one of them. sa.y 
:F(P) ofP, and then by using :F(P) to determine the sema.ntics oftheir union PUP'. Also, from the 
practical point of view, incrementa.lity a.llows us to define parallel execution models of clp's based 
on asynchronous processar~ 11:. explained in Section 8. And-compositionality a.llows us to compute 
the semantics of a. goal ~·il., B from the semantics of -A an d of <--B. The And-compositiona.lity 
of :F is used in the next section to define using :F a goal-independent semantics. 

Forma.lly, !et S be a. subset of {l, ... , n}. We define iJì5 : (2Statest ~ (2Statest, the restriction 

of!V to the pp's in S, a.s in Definition 5.3 except tha.t for every pp l which is not in S, (iJì5 ) 1(-:;j;) ~~ 1jJ1• 
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Lemma 7.1 (Incrementality) Let S be a subset of{l, .. ,n}. lfll' ç ,,w thcn U~=0 iJì~(;j:) ç 
J.lP. 

This lemma. says that to compute :F one c an first restrict t o a suhset S of the p p 's of the 
program. a.nd itera.te iJì a number of times, using only the pp's of S: then the result V: obta.ined 
can be incremented by itera.ting iJì starting from 0 instead tha.n L 

Lemma 7.2 (Monotonicity) Jf<j; ç <P' then :F(P.rb) ç :F(P.<f;'). 

Lemma 7.3 (And-compositionality) Lei G = f- .4.1 , ... A,, B 1 , ... B, an d Ici P be a p11re 
program. Suppose that: 

:F({ f-Ar, ... ,An} UP,rj;r) = (</Jr,</!2, · · .. rPn+l, <Pn+:O• · · · -<Pn+k), 
:F( { ~ B1 .... , Bm} U P, <Pn+d =(</!~,m;, .... JJ;,+ 1 , rb~,+2 , .... <P~,+k) Then :F( {G} u P. <P 1 ) = 

(r/JJ, · · ·' <Pn+J, · · </!~1 +1• </Jn+2 U <f;;,+2• · · ·, rPn+k U q);,+k). 

A Goal-Independent Semantics 

:F is defined w .r.t. a set of input sta.tes describing a. set of initial bindings far the goal. hence 
lifting to sets of goa.ls the so ca.lled goal-dependent analysis, w h ere only one goal is c.onsidered. In 
logìc programming other semantics, like those based on the s-semantics ([BGLJ\194]). perform an 
analysis which is goal-independent, i.e. they refer to pure (viz. without goal) programs. These two 
different kinds of ana.lysis can be nicely reconciled, sin ce one ca.n (fìnitely) define for a pure cl p P 
a goa.l-independent semantics F(P). 

Let { G}UP be a. program. Define the restrictwn af :F( { G} UP, <P) io P. written :F( { G}UP. <P )lP, 
to be the tuple obta.ined from :F( { G} U P, <P) by deleting those elements which are associateci with 
the pp's of G. 

Then the gaal-independen! semantics F(P) of a pure cip P is 

u 
p in pr·ed(P)-

with pred(P) the set of predicate symbols occurring in P, Gp = - p(x), an d <Pc d~f ( -,j ree( x 0G. )n 
p p 

free(x~ 1 ) n ... n f>·ee(x~k)), where Cl. .... Ck are the non-unitary clauses of P. 

Then j is the best goa.l-independent da.tafiow semantics, in the following sense: 

Theo.rem 7.4 Far every pure pragram P , F(P) = Uc a goal :F(G U P. <j;)IP· 
rJ>çrj;G 

8 Applicatìons 

The d~tafiow semantics :F a.llows us to view a program as a datafiow, where a node l receives 
sta.te·s from ali the nodes in input(l). This description of the semantics of a. cip ìs important 
for va.rious reasons. For insta.nce, it s_upports tra.nsformationa.l techniques, a.s the one described 
in [YI94], to transform a. cip into a functiona.l expression in a functiona.l dataflow langua.ge, e.g. 
LUCID ([WA84]). More in genera.], :F can be used to study run-time properties of a cip. For 
ìnstance, we h ave used :F(P, <j;) in [CMM95] to develop a. so un d an d complete method to prove 
termination of a cip w.r.t. a precondition <j;. In this sec.tion we give two other possible applications 
of the da.ta.flow semantics. In the first one :F is used to define a para.llel execution mode! based on 
asynchronous processors. In the second ·one the top-down characteriza.tion O of :F is used to define 
an à la Bursta.ll [Bur74] intermittent a.ssertions method for clp's. 


